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The	  understanding	  of	  Liquid	  &	  Solid	  
Phases	  is	  inextricably	  linked	  both	  to	  
theory	  &	  computer	  simula=on	  ..	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  

The	  laOer	  brings	  insights	  and	  unique	  
contribu=ons	  to	  help	  ra=onalize	  the	  
diversity	  exhibited	  by	  Nature	  ...	  
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HISTORY	  OF	  	  
COMPUTER	  SIMULATION	  

The	  first	  30	  years	  !!	  

Monte	  Carlo	   Molecular	  Dynamics	  
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Jorgensen	  (1978)	  
(N,	  T,	  p)	  

Yashonath	  &	  Rao	  (1985)	  
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Resource	  for	  first	  part	  of	  the	  talk	  

Extended	  Lagrangian	  Dynamics:	  
Andersen,	  Parrinello	  &	  Rahman:	  	  

The	  “new”	  MD,	  before	  CP-‐MD	  ..	  
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PHASES	  OF	  MATTER	  
Gas,	  Liquid,	  Solid	  

	  
	  Icosahedral	  Order	  	  
Hexa=c	  Phase	  	  
Quasicrystals	  

	  
Supercooled	  Liquids	  
Amorphous	  Metals	  



2D	  Mel=ng	  –	  Hexa=c	  Phase	  
Kosterlitz	  –	  Thouless	  –	  Nelson	  –	  Halperin	  –	  Young	  	  

	  

Two	  transi=ons:	  First,	  when	  the	  solid	  undergoes	  a	  disloca(on	  unbinding	  transi=on	  
to	  the	  hexa=c	  phase	  (short-‐range	  posi=onal	  &	  quasi	  long-‐range	  orien=onal	  order).	  
Second,	  is	  disclina(on	  unbinding	  that	  transforms	  the	  hexa=c	  phase	  to	  an	  isotropic	  
phase	  (short-‐range	  posi=onal	  &	  orienta=onal	  order).	  

Ordering,	  metastability	  and	  phase	  transi=ons	  in	  2D	  systems	  
J	  Michael	  Kosterlitz	  &	  David	  J	  Thouless	  

J.	  Phys.	  C	  (Soild	  State	  Physics)	  6:	  1181-‐	  (1973)	  

Nobel	  Prize	  Physics	  2016:	  "for	  theore.cal	  discoveries	  of	  
topological	  phase	  transi.ons	  and	  topological	  phases	  of	  ma:er"	  

F.	  Duncan	  	  M.	  Haldane	  



FRANK	  –	  KASPER	  PHASES	  

In	  1958,	  Frank	  &	  Kasper	  introduced	  methodology	  to	  pack	  asymmetric	  
icosahedra	  into	  crystals	  using	  other	  polyhedra	  with	  larger	  
coordina=on	  numbers.	  These	  “coordina=on	  polyhedra”	  were	  
constructed	  to	  maintain	  topological	  close	  packing	  (TCP)	  ..	  
[wikipedia.org]	  

Unit	  cell	  of	  the	  A15	  
phase	  of	  Nb3Sn	  



Sir	  F.	  Charles	  FRANK,	  FRS	  RS	  Copley	  Medal:	  “fundamental	  
contribu1on	  to	  the	  theory	  of	  crystal	  morphology,	  	  to	  the	  source	  of	  
disloca1ons	  &	  their	  consequences	  in	  interfaces	  &	  crystal	  growth;	  to	  
fundamental	  understanding	  of	  liquid	  crystals	  &	  the	  concept	  of	  disclina1on;	  
and	  to	  the	  extension	  of	  crystallinity	  concepts	  to	  aperiodic	  crystals."	  	  

F.	  C.	  Frank,	  J.	  S.	  Kasper,	  Complex	  alloy	  structures	  regarded	  as	  sphere	  packings.	  	  
I.	  Defini.ons	  and	  basic	  principles.	  Acta	  Crystallogr.	  11,	  184–190	  (1958).	  doi:10.1107/S0365110X58000487;	  
II.	  Analysis	  and	  classifica.on	  of	  representa.ve	  structures.	  Acta	  Crystallogr.	  12,	  483–499	  (1959).	  doi:10.1107/
S0365110X59001499	  
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Complex Alloy Structures Regarded as Sphere Packings.  
I. Definitions and Basic Principles 

BY F. C. FRANK 
H. H. Wills Physics Laboratory, University of Bristol, England 

A~D J. S. KASPEI~ 
Research Laboratory, General Electric Company, Schenectady, N.Y., U.S.A. 

(Received 12 August 1957) 

Complex alloy structures, particularly those of transition metals, are considered as determined by 
the geometrical requirements for sphere packing. A characteristic of the class of structures discussed 
is that tetrahedral groupings of atoms occur everywhere in the structure--alternatively stated, 
coordination polyhedra have only triangular faces. The topological and geometrical properties of 
such polyhedra are examined and rules and theorems regarding them are deduced. Justification is 
given for the prominence of fottr such polyhedra (for coordination numbers of 12, 14, 15 and 16) 
in actual structures. General principles regarding the combination of these polyhedra into full 
structures are deduced and necessary definitions are given for terms that facilitate the detailed 
discussion of this class of structures. 

1. Introduction 

I t  has been pointed out (Kasper, 1956) that  a number 
of the relatively complex structures, particularly of 
transition metal alloys, may be regarded as deter- 
mined by the geometrical requirements for sphere- 
packing in a higher degree than has generally been 
realized. A fruitful approach is to consider the coor- 
dination shells around particular atoms, which prove 
to correspond to a certain limited number of types. 
In accordance with a consideration due to Boerdijk 
(1952), who counts the number of tetrahedral group- 
ings of four spheres as a rough test of the efficiency 
of a sphere-packing, it is found that the preferred 
coordinations are those which define a net of triangles 
on the surface of the sphere, and therefore tetrahedral 
groupings of triads of atoms in the coordination shell 
together with the central atom. 12-fold coordination 
is of course the most important case, 12 being the largest 
number of equal spheres which can be put in contact 
with one (Boerdijk, 1952). There are three distinct 
symmetrical 12-coordinations with rigid equal spheres. 
Of these, it is not the cubo-octahedral 12-coordina- 
tion of the'face-centred cubic structure, nor the twinned 
cub0.0ctahedral 12-c00rdinati0n of hexagonal close- 
packing, but the icosahedral 12-coordination which 
is generally found in the complex structures. This 
arrangement has two evident advantages, both deriv- 
ing from the fact that, with rigid spheres and in the 
most symmetrical position, the spheres of the coor- 
dination shell are not in contact with each other, as 
they are in the other two cases. One consequence is 
that, though with rigid spheres the circumscribing 
sphere has exactly the same radius for all three cases, 
with slightly compressible mutually attracting spheres 
the circumscribing sphere will be least for the ico- 

sahedral case: this also gives the lowest energy within 
the group. The second consequence, apparent by 
considering rigid spheres once more, is that  the 
icosahedral grouping is in fact not one structure, but 
a range of structures, in all of which the twelve co- 
ordinating spheres are equidistant from the central 
one, allowing a freedom of deformation to comply 
with the simultaneous coordination requirements of 
other atoms than the central one. 

There appears to be no space-filling structure 
utilizing the icosahedral coordination and providing 
12-fold coordination of all atoms. For rigid equal 
spheres, demanding true contact coordination, this is 
easily proved (from the fact that  not all neighbours 
in the icosahedral 12-shell can be in contact): when, 
as for real atoms, some moderate amount of variation 
in interatomic distances is tolerated, proof is likely to 
be difficult, but by trial it appears to be a fact. On 
the other hand, it has been shown (Kasper, 1956) 
that typical complex crystal structures, particularly 
of transition metal alloys, provide examples in which 
abundant icosahedral 12-coordination is combined 
only with 'triangulated' coordinations of larger num- 
ber (14, 15 and 16) (Fig. 1) which provide appropriate 
sites for the larger atoms in the alloy composition. 
Since these coordination shells have not been fre- 
quently encountered heretofore, it would be in order 
to consider in some detail their nature and properties. 

2. Triangulated coordination shel ls  

As we have seen, the fact that  in the closest approach 
of three spheres their centres form a triangle with 
their points of contact in each side, and in the closest 
approach of four spheres their centres form a tetra- 

ç	  
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 6. The two basic nets occurring frequently in complex alloy structures: (a) 39", 4, 3, 4 net; (b) Kagom@ net 3, 6, 3, 6. The 

numerical symbols are Schlafli symbols (Cundy& Rollett, 1952), specifying the number and sequence of various polygons 
around each vertex. 

AoBoH o. If DE is a major ligand, then there is an 
external pair I+, I_ making a tetrahedron with D 
and E, and completion of the second tetrahedra on 
DI+I_ and EI+I_ requires atoms J0, K0 essentially in 
the plane of the hexagon. Completion of the second 
tetrahedra on JI+I_ and KI+I_ requires further atoms 
L 0, M 0, but it is a possibility to be considered that  
these are coincident, so that DJ(LM)KE is a pentagon 
instead of a hexagon. Continuation of the argument 
requires the existence of further at least approx- 
imately coplanar atoms, again without limit. 

The patterns of the coplanar arrays derived from the 
hexagon are similar to those derived from the triangle, 
except that  they include a tesselation consisting ex- 
clusively of hexagons. 

Starting with the coplanar pentagon around a minor 
ligand, we may argue exactly as for the hexagon. 

The repeated arguments employed here should be 
regarded as having permissive rather than compelling 
force: because a single application of the argument is 
satisfied by approximate as well as by exact c0. 
planarity, and successive approximations may depart 
further from the plane. Nevertheless, they give a strong 
indication that  structures containing exclusively 'nor- 
mal coordinations' will be 'layer structures' having 
unlimited coplanar or approximately coplanar arrays 
of neighbouring atoms (each being a neighbour of at 
least three others in the same plane or approximate 
plane): and that  the patterns in these arrays will 

correspond to tessellations of triangles, hexagons, and 
pentagons. Such a layer, wherein the connections 
correspond to interatomic distances, we shall call a 
primary layer. It  is also to be noticed that  the atoms 
above and below the planes of the layers so defined, 
likewise, in the examples considered, fall into layer 
arrangements satisfying similar rules of construction. 
While this point has not been investigated fully enough 
in the foregoing section, it may be stated as a result 
that  this second type of layer in all known or predicted 
structures with normal coordination consists of tes- 
sellations of squares and triangles. This type of layer 
we shall designate as a secondary layer. In Fig. 6, 
there is shown an especially prominent example of 
each kind of layer, Fig. 6(a) for a secondary and 
Fig. 6(b) for a primary layer. These two examples are 
among the simplest of semi-regular tessellations. 

The stacking compatibility of layers will be better 
considered in the subsequent detailed discussion of 
various structure types. 

R e f e r e n c e s  

BOERDIJK, A.H. (1952). Philips Research Reports, 7, 
303. 

CURDY, H . M .  ~5 ROLLET, A . P .  (1952). Mathematical 
Models, p. 56. Oxford: Clarendon Press. 

KASPER, J.S.  (1956). Theory of Alloy Phases, p. 269. 
American Society of Metals Symposium. 

The	  two	  basic	  nets	  in	  complex	  
alloy	  structures:	  	  
(a)	  32,4,	  3,	  4	  net;	  	  

(b)	  Kagomé	  net	  3,	  6,	  3,	  6.	  	  
Numerical	  symbols	  are	  number	  &	  
sequence	  of	  polygons	  around	  each	  

vertex.	  	  
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Complex Alloy Structures Regarded as Sphere Packings. II. Analysis and 
Classification of Representative Structures 

BY F. C. FRANK 
H. H. Wills Physical Laboratory, University of Bristol, 

AND J. S. KASPER 

Research Laboratory, General Electric Company, Schenectady, New YorE, U.S.A. 

(Received 29 September 1958) 

The general principles and properties which have been deduced previously (Frank & Kasper,  1958) 
for the class of alloy structures wi th  t r iangula ted  coordination polyhedra  are applied in an analysis  
and classification of representat ive structures.  In  the main  the analysis  is wi th  regard to the na ture  
of layers and how they  rpay be stacked and wi th  regard to the na ture  of the major  skeletons. Many  
hypothet ica l  s tructures result ing from the analysis are listed and procedures are given for predict ing 
other s t ructure types.  The relationship between alloy structures and inert  gas hydra tes  is discussed. 

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n  
In Part  I (Frank & Kasper, 1958) we have considered 
in a general sense complex alloy structures that  are 
characterized by triangulated coordination shells. 
Topological and geometrical properties of such shells 
were discussed and justification was given for the 
prominence of four of them (with Z = 12, 14, 15 
and 16) in actual structures. Also, the principles 
governing the combination of these shells into com- 
plete structures were deduced. In particular, two 
features of this class of structures were stressed--the 
existence of a major skeleton and the planar or 
approximately planar layering of atoms. We now 
undertake an analysis and classification of individual 
structures in terms of these two features utilizing the 
general properties and the terminology which have 
been discussed and defined in Part  I. 

2. Layer ing  in  t r i a n g u l a t e d  she l l  s t r u c t u r e s  

The familiar crystal structures based on the close- 
packing of equal spheres (the infinite series of struc- 
tures of which f.c.c.* and h.c.p.t are the first two 
members) are often profitably regarded as assembled 
from layers all of which have the same triangular net 
pattern which is the closest packing of spheres in two 
dimensions. In this case there is a double choice in 
the stacking of each layer on the next. The choices 
may be designated A and V and any repeating sequence 
of A's and V's defines a member of this series of 
structures. These staekings generate just two kinds of 
coordination shell--the two non-triangulated 12-coor- 
dination shells. 

* Face-centered cubic. 
t Hexagonal close-packed. 

In analogy with this, it is profitable to consider 
what kinds of layers there are which will stack to- 
gether to form the structures with triangulated coor- 
dination shells. We have already demonstrated in 
Part  I that  layering is to be expected for these struc- 
tures and that  the primary layers (those in which 
atoms are in contact) are tessellations of hexagons, 
pentagons and triangles. I t  turns out, however, that  
only a small number of regular and semi-regular 
tessellations, together with certain systematic modifi- 
cations of these, comprise the layer patterns for a large 
majority of the triangulated shell structures. Thus, 
the analysis in terms of layers is quite valuable. 

2.1. Layers with trigonal symmetry 
In trigonal symmetry the familiar structures utilize 

the two regular tessellations of this symmetry, 36 and 
63 and just one of the semi-regular tessellations, 
3 .6 .3 .6  (Fig. 1). The numerical symbols used here 
are Schl~fli symbols (Cundy& Rollett, 1954), speci- 
fying the number and sequence of various regular 
polygons around each vertex. The first is the triangular 
net-- i ts  vertices are in two-dimensional close packing. 
The second is the hexagonal or honeycomb ne t - -  
a layer of graphite. The third corresponds to the 
three-way bamboo weave known as kagomd--a net 
of triangles and hexagons. This is a most important 
net of very wide-spread occurrence in crystal struc- 
tures. 

There are other semi-regular tessellations of 6-fold 
symmetry namely the two enantiomorphs of 3a.6; 
3 .4 .6 .4 ;  3.12a; and 4.6.12. The dodecagon rings in 
the last two appear to make them unsuitable layers 
for structures with only moderate sized coordination 
shells. In all of these five cases the two-dimensional 
unit cell is large, so that  if they occur at all it will 

A C  12 33 
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(a) 
(b) 

(c) (d) 
Fig. 1. The four 'normal coordination polyhedra' of complex 

alloy structures. For C.N. 12, two spheres above and below 
the central sphere, along the fivefold axis, are not shown. 
Similarly, two spheres above and below the central one of 
C.N. 14, along the sixfold axis are not shown. For C.N. 16 
one sphere below the central one is not shown. 

(a) Icosahedron, C.N. ]2. (b) C.N. 14. (c) C.N. 15. 
(d) C.N. 16. 

hedron with their points of contact  in each edge, 
directs our a t tent ion to coordination shells of neigh- 
bouring atoms around any  one in which the sur- 
rounding atoms are at  the corners of a polyhedron 
with t r iangular  faces. Such shells we shall call tri- 
angulated coordination shells. The identification of 
these coordination shells involves a judicious mixing 
of topology and geometry.  If  measure is to ta l ly  
omitted,  there is no problem, since any  number  of 
points exceeding two can be connected together  in 
triangles, and in various ways if the number  exceeds 
four. If  strict measure is insisted on, with the require- 
ment  tha t  all triangles in the coordination shell are 
equilateral, the problem is trivial, having as solutions 
only the regular te t rahedron,  octahedron, and icosa- 
hedron. If  it is fur ther  required t ha t  the shell a toms 
make equilateral triangles with the centre, there is 
no solution a t  all. I t  is therefore necessary to tolerate 
some depar ture  from equali ty of distances, without  
making this so great  as to introduce ambigui ty  as to 
whether a pair  of a toms are neighbours or not. 

We can in fact  eliminate these ambiguities by intro- 
ducing new definitions of coordination number and of 
neighbour. The definitions t ha t  follow are precise for 
any  exact ly known structure.  Border-line cases can 
exist, part icular ly a t  symmet ry  planes of the crystal  

s tructure,  but  tu rn  out to be very rare in the range 
of s t ructures  now under  discussion: none of the four  
special coordination shells characterist ic of these 
s tructures is close to a border-line case on this defini- 
tion. 

2.1. Some definitions relating to coordination 
We define the domain of an a tom as the space in 

which all points are nearer  to the centre of t ha t  a tom 
than  any  other. I t  is a polyhedron, each face of which 
is the plane equidis tant  between tha t  a tom and a 
neighbour. I f  we describe all the planes bisecting the 
lines joining the central  a tom to all other atoms, then 
the innermost  polyhedron bounded by these planes 
is the domain of tha t  central  atom, and every a tom 
whose domain has a face in common with the domain 
of the central  a tom is, by this definition, one of i ts 
neighbours. The number  of neighbours will be called 
the coordination number of the central atoms, and the  
set of neighbours its coordination shell. The polyhedron 
whose edges are the lines joining all the atoms of the 
coordination shell which are also neighbours of each 
other will be called its coordination polyhedron. The 
coordination polyhedron and the domain s tand in dual 
relationship, each having a ver tex corresponding to 
each face of the other. 

I t  is to be noticed tha t  the te rm 'coordination num- 
ber'  has been used in two ways in crystal lography,  one 
of which is precisely defined in principle, though 
seldom used with rigour, and another  employed in- 
tuitively, without  exact  definition. According to the 
first, the coordination number,  Z, is the number  of 
nearest  neighbours to an atom. According to this 
definition, in hexagonal  close packing Z is 6 unless 
c2/a 2 is exact ly  8/3, in which case it is 12. The definition 
is rarely applied with rigour in this case : Z is generally 
regarded as 12. In  the body-centred cubic lattice, 
however, some authors  probably  the majori ty,  count 
Z as 8 in accordance with the nearest-neighbour 
definition, but  others prefer to regard it as 14. The 
definitions we have given above provide a rigorous 
basis for the second view-point according to which Z 
is unambiguously  12 in the hexagonal  close-packed 
metals  and 14 in a body-centred cubic metal.  In  the  
more complex structures of metals  and intermetallic 
compounds this definition yields numbers  such as 14 
where the nearest-neighbour definition would give 
1 o r 2 .  

Logically, since there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between the coordination polyhedron of an a tom and 
its dual, the domain of t ha t  atom, there is no need to 
consider both. We might  conduct our whole a rgument  
in terms of the space-filling packing of polyhedra,  
which are the atomic domains.  The reason why we 
prefer to th ink pr imari ly  of the coordination poly- 
hedron is t ha t  crystal  models in which a sphere 
representing each a tom is connected by  wires to each 
of its neighbours are easier to construct,  draw, or see 

Coordina=on	  Polyhedra:	  	  
(a)  Icosahedron,	  CN	  12	  	  

(b)	  CN	  14	  (c)	  CN	  15	  (d)	  CN	  16	  O	  

O	   6	  6	  
3	  

3	  4	  3	  

3	   4	   3	  
3	  



Quasicrystalline Frank-Kasper phases: from 
metal to micellar structures

The quasicrystalline square-triangle 
tiling

and Frank-Kasper quasicrystalline 
phases

J-F Sadoc, R Mosseri    Geo-Dyn2015



 
Crystal Phases of Manganese  

 
On cooling the liquid the 

sequence includes: 
  

δ-Mn (BCC),  
γ-Mn (FCC),             
β-Mn (P4132),  

 α-Mn  

Q:	  Why	  do	  atoms	  pack	  in	  
such	  diverse	  structures	  ?	  
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Transition metal alloys often form in a group of structures, known as topologically-close- 
packed, TCP, systems. The TCP phases, which include the o, AI5 and Laves systems among others, 
form in brittle complex structures. In a classic pair of papers (1,2) Prank and Kasper defined 
the TCP systems by considering the packing of twelve and hlgher-fold triangulated coordination 
polyhedra, the hlgher-fold ones involving (3) negative disclinatlons ("major llgands" in Prank 
and Kaspers' notation). Prank and Kasper considered the crystal structures allowed subject to 
two principles: that lines of dlsclinations extend all the way across the crystal and that 
planar atomic layers containing certain patterns occur. The Frank-Kasper polyhedra which arise 
are* the (0,0,12), (0,0,12,2), (0,0,12,3) and (0,0,12,4), i.e. there is no thirteen-fold 
polyhedron since it would appear that a discllnation would have to halt at such a site. Prank 
and Kasper catalogued a number of structures then known, some subsequently observed and others 
which have yet to be observed. There is a particular problem with the ~Mn structure which is 
often lumped in with the TCP phases because of the way its occurrence is juxtaposed (4) with 
them in sequences of transition metal alloys. However, there are Mnlll sites which are reported 
to have the not allowed 13-fold (as well as other sites with allowed 12 and 16-fold) 
coordination. Pearson has noted (5) that the Mnlll sites have a 14th neighbor at a distance 
which is intermediate between the first and second shells of neighbors (see Fig. I) and 
suggested that the Mnlll might lie at a severely distorted Frank-Kasper (0,0,12,2) site. What 
is the situation with aMn? 

The answer depends on the definition of which sites are "nearest neighbors". An 
unambiguous way to define the number of nearest atomic neighbors which a site has is to 
construct the Wigner-Seitz, WS, (or Voronol) polyhedron around that site. Sometimes it is 
desirable to place the bounding planes at other than the bisecting position and thus apportion 
space between unlike sites. This is readily done with the "radical" construct (6) of Finney and 
Gelattly. Changing the radial position of the bounding planes will change the volume but not 
necessarily the coordination of the WS cell. Though there are crystal structures where the 
topology of the WS cells changes over a physically plausible range in site radii or volumes, 
this is not the situation for cLMn. The radical construct has been applied to the ~Mn structure 
(7) with the result: 

2 Mnl sites which are (0,0,12,4) 
8 Mnll sites which are (0,0,12,4) 
24 Mnlll sites which are (0,1,10,3) 
24 MnlV sites which are (0,0,12). 

tSupported by the Division of Materials Sciences, U.S. Department of Energy, under contract 
DE-AC02-76CHO0016. 

*Notation: The notation (b,c,d,e,...) indicates how many nearest neighbors have how many 
nearest neighbors in common wlth the atom at the origin, there being b atoms with 3 such 
neighbors, c with 4, d wlth 5, e with 6 etc. In terms of the Wigner-Seitz polyhedra of concern 
here, this implies b three-sided faces, c four-sided etc. The 6-fold faces are associated with 
the -72 °  and the 4-fold with the +72 °  dlsclinations discussed (3) by Nelson. 
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Transi.on	  metal	  alloys	  o[en	  form	  in	  a	  group	  of	  structures,	  known	  as	  topologically-‐close-‐	  
packed,	  TCP,	  systems.	  The	  TCP	  phases,	  which	  include	  the	  σ,	  AI5	  and	  Laves	  systems,	  form	  in	  
bri:le	  complex	  structures.	  Frank	  &	  Kasper	  defined	  the	  TCP	  systems	  by	  considering	  the	  packing	  
of	  twelve	  and	  hlgher-‐fold	  triangulated	  coordina.on	  polyhedra,	  the	  hlgher-‐fold	  ones	  involving	  
nega.ve	  disclinatlons	  ("major	  ligands"	  in	  Frank-‐Kasper	  nota.on).	  Frank	  &	  Kasper	  considered	  the	  
crystal	  structures	  allowed	  subject	  to	  two	  principles:	  that	  lines	  of	  dlsclina.ons	  extend	  all	  the	  way	  
across	  the	  crystal	  and	  that	  planar	  atomic	  layers	  containing	  certain	  pa:erns	  occur.	  The	  Frank-‐
Kasper	  polyhedra,	  which	  arise	  are	  the	  (0,0,12),	  (0,0,12,2),	  (0,0,12,3)	  and	  (0,0,12,4),	  i.e.,	  there	  is	  
no	  thirteen-‐fold	  polyhedron	  since	  it	  would	  appear	  that	  a	  disclina.on	  would	  have	  to	  halt	  at	  such	  
a	  site.	  Frank	  &	  Kasper	  catalogued	  a	  number	  of	  structures.	  There	  is	  a	  problem	  with	  the	  α-‐Mn	  
structure	  since	  there	  are	  Mnlll	  sites	  with	  not-‐allowed	  13-‐fold,	  as	  well	  as	  other	  sites	  with	  allowed	  
12	  &	  16-‐fold	  coordina1on.	  	  

	  Pearson	  has	  noted	  that	  the	  Mnlll	  sites	  have	  a	  14th	  neighbor	  at	  a	  distance	  intermediate	  
between	  the	  first	  and	  second	  shells	  of	  neighbors	  and	  suggested	  that	  the	  Mnlll	  might	  lie	  at	  a	  
severely	  distorted	  Frank-‐Kasper	  (0,0,12,2)	  site.	  	  



D.	  Schectman	  &	  	  I.	  Blech:	  	  
The	  microstructure	  of	  rapidly	  solidified	  Al−Mn	  alloys	  containing	  18	  -‐	  
25.3	  wt	  %	  Mn	  was	  studied	  by	  TEM.	  One	  of	  the	  phases	  found	  exhibits	  
icosahedral	  symmetry	  manifested	  in	  electron	  diffrac.on	  pa:erns	  
having	  five-‐fold	  symmetry.	  A	  new	  structural	  concept	  is	  proposed	  to	  
account	  for	  the	  observed	  electron	  diffrac.on	  pa:erns.	  The	  structure	  
is	  assumed	  to	  be	  composed	  of	  many	  connected	  polyhedra.	  Although	  
not	  forming	  a	  regular	  lajce,	  such	  structures	  are	  able	  to	  produce	  
sharp	  diffrac.on	  peaks.	  The	  terminal	  stability	  and	  transforma.on	  of	  
the	  icosahedral	  phase	  was	  also	  studied	  and	  reported.	  

Quasi	  Crystals:	  Dan	  Shechtman	  first	  
observed	  ten-‐fold	  diffrac.on	  pa:erns	  of	  Al/Mn	  
alloys	  in	  1982.	  Publica.on	  came	  later:	  “The	  
microstructure	  of	  rapidly	  solidified	  Al6Mn”	  
Metallurgical	  Transac1ons	  16	  (6):	  1005-‐1012	  (1985)	  	  
Nobel	  Prize	  in	  Chemistry	  2011	  
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Metallic Phase with Long-Range Orientational Order and No
Translational Symmetry
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We have observed a metallic solid (Al—14-at. /o-Mn) with long-range orientationai order,
but with icosahedral point group symmetry, which is inconsistent with lattice translations. Its
diffraction spots are as sharp as those of crystals but cannot be indexed to any Bravais lattice.
The solid is metastable and forms from the melt by a first-order transition.

PACS numbers: 61.50.Em, 61.55.Hg, 64.70.Ew

We report herein the existence of a metallic solid
which diffracts electrons like a single crystal but has
point group symmetery rn35 (icosahedral) which is
inconsistent with lattice translations. If the speci-
men is rotated through the angles of this point
group (Fig. 1), selected-area electron diffraction
patterns clearly display the six fivefold, ten three-
fold, and fifteen twofold axes characteristic' of
icosahedral symmetry (Fig. 2). Grains up to 2 p, m
in size with this structure form in rapidly cooled al-
loys of Al with 10—14 at. '/0 Mn, Fe, or Cr. We will
refer to the phase as the icosahedral phase. Micro-
diffraction from many different volume elements of
a grain and dark-field imaging from various diffrac-
tion spots confirm that entire grains have long-
range orientational order. If the orientational order
decays with distance, its correlation length is far
greater than the grain size. We have thus a solid
metallic phase with no translational order and with
with long-range orientational order.
The remarkable sharpness of the diffraction spots

(Fig. 2) indicates a high coherency in the spatial in-
terference, comparable to the one usually encoun-
tered in crystals. The diffraction data are qualita-
tively well fitted by a model consisting of a random
packing of nonoverlapping parallel icosahedra at-
tached by edges. The invariance of the local orien-
tational symmetry from site to site and the finite
number of possible translations between two adja-
cent icosahedra seem to be sufficient for insuring
highly coherent interferences. Icosahedra are a
common packing unit in intermetallic crystals with
the smaller transition element at the center sur-

rounded by twelve larger atoms arranged like the
corners of an icosahedron. The symmetries of the
crystals dictate that the several icosqhedra in a unit
cell have different orientations and allow them to
be distorted, leaving the overall crystal consistent
with the well-known crystallographic point and
space groups. Even though icosahedral symmetry is
of great importance as an approximate site sym-
metry in crystals, it cannot survive the imposition
of lattice translations: Crystals cannot and do not
exhibit the icosahedral point group symmetry.
Elementary crystallography indicates that fivefold

FIG. 1. Stereographic projection of the symmetry ele-
ments of the icosahedral group m35.

1951



The	  conven.onal	  view	  holds	  that	  geometric	  star-‐and-‐polygon,	  or	  strapwork	  
pa:erns	  (girih)	  in	  medieval	  Islamic	  architecture	  were	  conceived	  by	  their	  
designers	  as	  a	  network	  of	  zigzagging	  lines,	  where	  the	  lines	  were	  dra[ed	  
directly	  with	  a	  straightedge	  and	  a	  compass.	  	  
	  
We	  show	  that	  by	  1200	  C.E.	  a	  conceptual	  breakthrough	  occurred	  in	  which	  
girih	  pa:erns	  were	  reconceived	  as	  tessella.ons	  of	  a	  special	  set	  of	  equilateral	  
polygons	  ("girih	  .les")	  decorated	  with	  lines.	  These	  .les	  enabled	  the	  crea.on	  
of	  increasingly	  complex	  periodic	  girih	  pa:erns,	  and	  by	  the	  15th	  century,	  the	  
tessella.on	  approach	  was	  combined	  with	  self-‐similar	  transforma.ons	  to	  
construct	  nearly	  perfect	  quasi-‐crystal	  Penrose	  pa:erns,	  five	  centuries	  before	  
their	  discovery	  in	  the	  West.	  

Decagonal	  and	  Quasi-‐Crystalline	  Tilings	  in	  
Medieval	  Islamic	  Architecture	  

	  

Peter	  Lu	  	  &	  Paul	  J.	  Steinhardt	  
	  

Science	  315(5815):	  1106-‐1110	  (2007)	  
	  



	  (A)	  Periodic	  girih	  pa:ern	  from	  the	  
Seljuk	  Mama	  Hatun	  Mausoleum	  in	  
Tercan,	  Turkey	  (~1200	  C.E.),	  where	  all	  
lines	  are	  parallel	  to	  the	  sides	  of	  a	  
regular	  pentagon,	  even	  though	  no	  
decagon	  star	  is	  present;	  
reconstruc.on	  overlaid	  at	  right	  with	  
the	  hexagon	  and	  bow.e	  girih	  .les.	  	  
(B)	  Photograph	  [A.	  Sevruguin	  1870s]	  
of	  the	  octagonal	  Gunbad-‐i	  Kabud	  
tomb	  tower	  in	  Maragha,	  Iran	  (1197	  
C.E.),	  with	  the	  girih-‐.le	  reconstruc.on	  
of	  one	  panel	  overlaid.	  	  
(C)	  Close-‐up	  of	  the	  area	  marked	  by	  
the	  yellow	  rectangle	  in	  (B).	  	  
(D)	  Hexagon,	  bow=e,	  and	  rhombus	  
girih	  .les	  with	  addi.onal	  small-‐brick	  
pa:ern	  reconstruc.on	  (indicated	  in	  
white)	  that	  conforms	  not	  to	  the	  
pentagonal	  geometry	  of	  the	  overall	  
pa:ern,	  but	  to	  the	  internal	  two-‐fold	  
rota.onal	  symmetry	  of	  the	  individual	  
girih	  .les.	  



Girih-‐.le	  subdivision	  found	  in	  the	  
decagonal	  girih	  pa:ern	  on	  a	  
spandrel	  from	  Darb-‐i	  Imam	  shrine,	  
Isfahan,	  Iran	  (1453	  C.E.).	  (A)	  
Photograph	  of	  the	  right	  half	  of	  the	  
spandrel.	  (B)	  Reconstruc.on	  of	  the	  
smaller-‐scale	  pa:ern	  using	  girih	  
.les.	  (C)	  Reconstruc.on	  of	  the	  
larger-‐scale	  thick	  line	  pa:ern	  with	  
larger	  girih	  .les,	  overlaid	  on	  the	  
building	  photograph.	  (D,	  E)	  
Graphical	  depic.on	  of	  the	  
subdivision	  rules	  transforming	  the	  
large	  bow=e	  (D)	  and	  decagon	  (E)	  
girih-‐.le	  pa:ern	  into	  the	  small	  
girih-‐.le	  pa:ern	  on	  .lings	  from	  the	  
Darb-‐i	  Imam	  shrine	  and	  Friday	  
Mosque	  of	  Isfahan.	  



	  
FRANK-‐KASPER	  PHASES	  
DEVELOPED	  FOR	  ATOMIC	  
ALLOYS	  BUT	  WHAT	  ABOUT	  

MOLECULES	  ..?	  
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A molecular-dynamics study of the structure and dynamics of solid y-O, has been carried out using a
system of 512 molecules interacting via atom-atom potentials. As in the real solid, our simulated crystal is
composed of two types of molecules whose dynamical behavior is quite distinct. The y-phase dynamical
structure factor S(Q,ss) has been examined at two densities. A simulation for the liquid, close to the triple
point, has been carried out to compare and contrast with the solid.

I. INTRODUCTION

When oxygen solidifies from the liquid it forms
a plastic crystal whose structure is depicted in
Fig. 1. This so-called y phase is a cubic struc-
ture with eight molecules in the unit cell. ' The
structure, which is analogous to the famous A-15
structure of high-temperature superconductors,
is best visualized as being composed of linear
chains of orientationally disordered "disk-like"
molecules running along the (001) directions
(molecules 2-6 of Fig. 1) with "spherically" dis-
ordered molecules (1 and 6} lying on an inter-
penetrating body-centered-cubic lattice. At zero
pressure the y phase exists between 43.8 and
54.4 K. In this interval the lattice parameter has
been measured by x rays."A more recent neu-
tron-diffraction study' revealed that the "spheri-

g-Qz Pm3n

FIG. 1. The crystal structure of y-02. The "disk-like"
molecules (2-6) have site symmetry D2, while the
"spherical" molecules (1,8) have site symmetry Tf, and
are preferentially oriented in (11/ directions.

cally" disordered molecules were actually prefe-
rentially oriented along the (111) directions Th.e
equation of state, ' the heat capacity, ' and the
polycrystalline sound velocities' have been re-
ported. The Raman spectrum' of the y-phase
solid and the liquid consists of a broad wing on
the side of the Rayleigh line that extends to around
100 cm ' with a bump around 40 cm '. There
thus appears to be great similarity between the
molecular reorientational dynamics in these two
phases. Brillouin spectroscopy has been used
to determine the elastic constants of single crys-
tals. " Since both the longitudinal and transverse
Brillouin shifts depended little on the crystal
orientation, it was concluded that y-O, is elas-
tically isotropic. At the triple point (54.4 K) the
longitudinal sound speed is about 15% greater
in the solid than in the liquid. " Apart from the
elastic isotropy, the other unusual feature of the
y phase is the ratio of the longitudinal sound
speed v, to the transverse speed v, which is more
than a factor of 3 (Refs. 7 and 10). This is to be
contrasted with hexagonal-close-packed solid
P-Ns where this ratio is about 2 (Ref. 7}, and a
typical rare-gas crystal" where the ratio is about
1.5. The reason is that the shear constant of
this plastic crystal is anomalously low. The
translational lattice frequencies have been cal-
culated" using an empirical force-constant mod-
el. This model which completely neglects the
effect of molecular rotation was able to account
for the low shear constant of y-O, but not the elas-
tic isotropy. This is the only theoretical work
reported to date.
In the present paper we present a classical

computer-simulation molecular-dynamics (MD)
experiment for the y and liquid phases. We hope
by this means to examine in more detail the role
played by the molecular reorientational motions
in the crystal dynamics and also to contrast the
behavior of molecules in the plastic phase with

5 (85 1980The American Physical Society

SOLID	  OXYGEN	  
Solid/Liquid	  Oxygen	  has	  clear/light	  
blue	  color.	  Mel.ng	  point	  is	  54.4K	  

	  

	  FRANK	  –	  KASPER	  	  	  
A15	  PHASE	  (A3B)	  

8	  molecules	  (1-‐8):	  	  
2	  “spheres”	  (1,8)	  
6	  “disks”	  (2-‐7)	  
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point, has been carried out to compare and contrast with the solid.

I. INTRODUCTION

When oxygen solidifies from the liquid it forms
a plastic crystal whose structure is depicted in
Fig. 1. This so-called y phase is a cubic struc-
ture with eight molecules in the unit cell. ' The
structure, which is analogous to the famous A-15
structure of high-temperature superconductors,
is best visualized as being composed of linear
chains of orientationally disordered "disk-like"
molecules running along the (001) directions
(molecules 2-6 of Fig. 1) with "spherically" dis-
ordered molecules (1 and 6} lying on an inter-
penetrating body-centered-cubic lattice. At zero
pressure the y phase exists between 43.8 and
54.4 K. In this interval the lattice parameter has
been measured by x rays."A more recent neu-
tron-diffraction study' revealed that the "spheri-

g-Qz Pm3n

FIG. 1. The crystal structure of y-02. The "disk-like"
molecules (2-6) have site symmetry D2, while the
"spherical" molecules (1,8) have site symmetry Tf, and
are preferentially oriented in (11/ directions.

cally" disordered molecules were actually prefe-
rentially oriented along the (111) directions Th.e
equation of state, ' the heat capacity, ' and the
polycrystalline sound velocities' have been re-
ported. The Raman spectrum' of the y-phase
solid and the liquid consists of a broad wing on
the side of the Rayleigh line that extends to around
100 cm ' with a bump around 40 cm '. There
thus appears to be great similarity between the
molecular reorientational dynamics in these two
phases. Brillouin spectroscopy has been used
to determine the elastic constants of single crys-
tals. " Since both the longitudinal and transverse
Brillouin shifts depended little on the crystal
orientation, it was concluded that y-O, is elas-
tically isotropic. At the triple point (54.4 K) the
longitudinal sound speed is about 15% greater
in the solid than in the liquid. " Apart from the
elastic isotropy, the other unusual feature of the
y phase is the ratio of the longitudinal sound
speed v, to the transverse speed v, which is more
than a factor of 3 (Refs. 7 and 10). This is to be
contrasted with hexagonal-close-packed solid
P-Ns where this ratio is about 2 (Ref. 7}, and a
typical rare-gas crystal" where the ratio is about
1.5. The reason is that the shear constant of
this plastic crystal is anomalously low. The
translational lattice frequencies have been cal-
culated" using an empirical force-constant mod-
el. This model which completely neglects the
effect of molecular rotation was able to account
for the low shear constant of y-O, but not the elas-
tic isotropy. This is the only theoretical work
reported to date.
In the present paper we present a classical

computer-simulation molecular-dynamics (MD)
experiment for the y and liquid phases. We hope
by this means to examine in more detail the role
played by the molecular reorientational motions
in the crystal dynamics and also to contrast the
behavior of molecules in the plastic phase with
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α-‐phase:	  light	  blue	  —	  monoclinic	  T<	  23.8K	  at	  1	  atm	  below	  23.8	  K	  
β-‐phase:	  faint	  blue	  to	  pink	  —	  forms	  at	  1	  atm	  below	  43.8	  K,	  rhombohedral	  	  
γ-‐phase:	  faint	  blue	  —	  forms	  at	  1	  atm	  below	  54.36	  K,	  cubic	  structure	  
δ-‐phase:	  orange	  —	  	  room	  temperature	  by	  applying	  9	  GPa	  pressure	  	  
ε-‐phase:	  dark-‐red	  to	  black	  —	  room	  temperature	  at	  pressures	  >	  10	  GPa	  
ζ-‐phase:	  metallic	  —	  forms	  at	  pressures	  greater	  than	  96	  Gpa	  	  

netic interactions and triangular local struc-
tures, the noncollinear magnetism has been
studied [16].

For the high pressures, no phase transition
has been observed up to 96 GPa [3], above
which the system of ε-phase transforms to
metallic ζ-phase. The early work on electronic
structure calculation for solid oxygens was de-
voted to the study on insulator-metal transi-
tion [17]. At the transition pressure, where
the discontinuity in the X-ray diffraction pro-
files was found, the vibron frequency has been
still observed [18]. This is the signature of
O2 molecule. The structure of ζ-phase is not
definitively determined, however the theoret-
ical approach for the high-pressured crystal
proposed the prototype of crystal structure
which has a good agreement in X-ray diffrac-
tion profiles [4].

The feature of ε-phase is an occupation over
a wide range of pressures in the phase diagram.
This means a stability of atomic and electronic
structures. So far, however, the atomic posi-
tion of ε-phase has never been determined yet.
It could be interesting to know a form of molec-
ular arrangement, because solid oxygen have
the peculiar properties which the other solid
of diatomic molecules never has. The determi-
nation of structure in ε-phase will prompt the
study on solid oxygen considerably.

Figure 1: Phase diagram of oxygen. As
a boundary between α- and δ- phases, the
boundaries specified by the curve 1 and curve 2
were proposed on the base of the X-ray diffrac-
tion analysis [14] and the spin-polarized neu-
tron diffraction [18], respectively.

The structural analysis with X-ray diffrac-
tion measurement at ε-phase has been per-
formed first by Johnson et al. and successively
by some groups [3, 18, 19]. The magnetic α-
phase is transformed to ε-phase around 8 GPa
[14]. The α- and ε-phases are analyzed to
monoclinic phases classified by the same space
group (C2/m), as shown in Fig. 1 [20]. The
molecular axes point in the direction normal to
ab-plane. This is consistent with both of avail-
able experimental and theoretical results. The
unit cell of ε-phase is dimerized along both a-
and b-axes at the transition from that of α-
phase, resulting to eight molecules in the cell.
The most impressive feature is an appearance
of the new (31̄1̄) line in the diffraction profile
[14]. This is accompanied by the (31̄0) line,
whose d-value (distance between neighboring
diffraction planes) crosses around 50 GPa with
that of the (22̄0) diffraction line [18].

The infrared and Raman spectra of op-
tical measurements have provided the local
structure information. Angnew et al. pro-
posed a simple chain model of O4 unit to ex-
plain their data and Gorelli et al. found the
new peak in the far infrared region, confirm-
ing the existence of dimerized unit of oxygen
molecules [21, 22, 23]. This O4 unit seems to
be non-magnetic unlike the unit in the liquid
or gaseous phases [9, 11].

The recent study based on the density
functional theory (DFT)[24] predicted the
herringbone-type chain structure(space group
Cmcm) in dense oxygen [25]. In this study,
stability of the phase was investigated by
estimating enthalpies accurately from first-
principles. The assumption for size of unit cell,
however, may not be commensurate with the
results of X-ray diffraction.

We proposed a new crystal structure which
models the ε-phase. This study was based also
on the density functional approach [24], but
performed with referring the result of X-ray
diffraction closely. Taking into account this
priority of study, we used only total energies
and atomic forces for structural optimization.
Our proposed structure, which has a double
chain consisting O2 pairs, shows lower ener-
gies than the herringbone-type chain structure
at high pressures and consistencies with exper- SOLID	  
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 Carbon Tetrachloride: A New Crystalline Modification

 Abstract. X-ray and optical studies of single crystals of carbon tetrachloride
 have established the existence of a previously unreported rhombohedral modifica-
 tion stable between the melting point and the transition temperature. The dis-
 covery of this phase emphasizes the need for a careful reinterpretation of avail-
 able measurements of the thermal properties of solid carbon tetrachloride.

 As part of a systematic low-tempera-
 ture x-ray diffraction study of the
 solid-solid phase transitions occurring
 in the methylchloromethane compounds
 [(CH3)nCCl4_n, where n varies from
 0 to 4], we have investigated the tem-
 perature ranges of stability of the solid
 phases of carbon tetrachloride. A previ-
 ously unreported rhombohedral modifi-
 cation, which appears to be stable in
 the same temperature region as the
 known face-centered cubic phase (1),
 has been detected; of the two, the
 rhombohedral phase is the more stable.
 We have also found that below

 -47.7?C an ordered, monoclinic form
 of carbon tetrachloride is stable and is

 isostructural with corresponding modifi-
 cations of carbon tetrabromide and car-

 bon tetraiodide (2).
 Carbon tetrachloride freezes at

 -22.75?C (3) and undergoes a crystal-
 lographic phase transition at -47.7?C
 (4). Optically isotropic crystals are
 formed by careful freezing of liquid car-
 bon tetrachloride; these have been pre-
 viously described and are face-centered
 cubic (1). When these crystals are
 maintained in the temperature region
 in which they have been reported to be
 stable, they transform spontaneously to
 a rhombohedral modification after sev-

 eral hours. When crystals of either
 high-temperature modification are
 cooled below -47.7?C, a monoclinic
 phase is formed. Warming the mono-
 clinic crystals above -47.7?C induces
 a transition to the rhombohedral phase.
 In no case was the face-centered cubic

 phase detected when the monoclinic
 phase was heated above the transition
 temperature.

 Identification of the rhombohedral

 phase between crossed polaroids was
 difficult. Single crystals of all three
 crystalline forms of carbon tetrachlo-
 ride shatter when they undergo solid-
 phase transformations. Although the
 monoclinic phase is strongly birefringent
 and is easily identified, the polycrystal-
 line form of the rhombohedral phase is
 weakly birefringent and, when it is
 enclosed in the thin-walled glass capil-
 lary tubes used to hold the sample, it
 could readily be mistaken for the poly-
 crystalline isotropic phase. In fact, the
 25 NOVEMBER 1966

 existence of a rhombohedral phase was
 not even suspected, in spite of repeated
 optical examination between crossed
 polaroids, until the x-ray photographs
 established its presence.

 Single crystals of all three modifica-
 tions were grown from samples sealed
 in thin-walled glass capillary tubes
 (0.2 mm diameter) mounted on x-ray
 cameras adapted for low-temperature
 studies (5). Oscillation, rotation, and
 Weissenberg photographs were obtained
 with CuKa radiation; crossed polaroids
 were used to aid in detecting and
 orienting birefringent phases. Identical
 results were obtained with samples of
 carbon tetrachloride from several

 sources, varying from highly purified
 specimens, shown by vapor phase
 chromatography to have a purity great-
 er than 99.9 percent, to ordinary com-
 mercial samples. The size and shape of
 the specimen container also had no de-
 tectable effect.

 The rhombohedral and monoclinic

 modifications appear to be simply re-
 lated to the face-centered cubic form.
 The edge of the unit cells of the
 rhombohedral form is equivalent in
 length to V3 times the cubic unit
 cell edge (that is, to the length of the
 body diagonal). It is, however, dif-
 ficult on this basis to account for the

 observed rhombodedral angle (a) of
 90?. The body diagonals of a cube
 meet at angles of 70032'. The shat-
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 tering of single crystals of the face-
 centered-cubic phase as they spontane-
 ously transform to the rhombohedral
 modification appears to result from the
 major molecular rearrangements need-
 ed to convert the 70?32' angles of
 the cubic phase to the 90? angles of
 the rhombohedral form.

 It can also be shown that the mono-

 clinic unit cell is built up from slightly
 distorted cells closely related to the
 cubes of the face-centered cubic phase
 (d01 - 2acubie; do010 d101 = /2acubic;
 and the angle between [101] and [101]
 is 91.4?). The monoclinic axes given in
 Fig. 1 were chosen to be consistent with
 those reported for the isomorphous, low-
 temperature forms of carbon tetrabro-
 mide and carbon tetraiodide (2).

 Our results, obtained at 1 atm from
 -25? to -150?C, are consistent with
 those reported by Bridgman (6); he
 detected three solid forms of carbon
 tetrachloride stable below 100?C and

 at pressures up to 10,000 atm.
 Although the transition temperature

 of carbon tetrachloride has been pro-
 posed as a fixed point for low-tempera-
 ture thermometry, a number of work-
 ers have reported discrepancies in the
 measured transition temperatures. The
 discrepancies were sufficiently large and
 persistent to prompt Hicks, Hooley,
 and Stephenson (4) to observe that
 ". . the differences observed between

 the temperature obtained when the
 equilibrium is approached from the
 low-temperature phase and the
 temperature obtained by cooling from
 the high-temperature phase indicate that
 equilibrium cannot be reached in a
 reasonable period of time. . . ." Our
 findings indicate that warming mono-
 clinic carbon tetrachloride to the
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 Z = 32 V/m = 137 A3
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 Fig. 1. Carbon tetrachloride: crystal data and direction of phase transitions (Z,
 molecules per unit cell; V/m, volume/molecule; Da, x-ray density).
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The dual melting curves and metastability of carbon 
tetrachloride 

Vern E. Bean and Sharrill D. Wood 
National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C 20234 
(Received 21 December 1979; accepted 19 February 1980) 

Carbon tetrachloride has three known solid phases at atmospheric pressure: la (face-centered cubic), Ib 
(rhombohedral), and II (monoclinic). Both la and Ib melt directly at temperatures some 5 K apart. 
These phase changes have been traced as a function of hydrostatic pressure up to 350 MPa. Between 
atmospheric pressure and 100 MPa, CCI. has dual melting curves; one for la, and a few degrees higher, 
one for lb. The two curves diverge with increasing pressure. Above 100 MPa it was not possible to detect 
the la phase. There appears to be no Ia-Ib-liquid triple point. The metastability associated with these 
phases is discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 
Carbon tetrachloride (CCI4) is a fascinating substance. 

It has been reported in the literature1- r that, upon 
COOling at atmospheric pressure, CCl4 solidifies at 
about 245 K into a face-centered cubic crystal structure 
(the Ia phase) and then transforms to a rhombohedral 
structure (the Ib phase) with further cooling. When 
heated, Ib melts around 250 K without passing back 
through the Ia phase. Should the COOling be limited so 
that only Ia is formed, then Ia melts around 245 K. 
Thus, at atmospheric pressure, CCl4 has two melting 
points some 5 K apart. There is also a phase transi-
tion from the rhombohedral to a monoclinic structure 
(the II phase) at atmospheric pressure and 225 K. The 
Ia phase has been described by investigators working at 
atmospheric pressure but since the work at higher pres-
sures has been above 273 K, the Ia phase does not ap-
pear in phase diagrams reported in the literature. 8-12 

We have studied these phase changes as a function of hy-
drostatic pressure up to 350 MPa using differential ther-
mal analysiS (DT A). 

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 
The atmospheric pressure data were obtained using a 

simple variable temperature bath; the high pressure data 
were obtained using a sample cell adapted to conventional 
commercial high equipment. First let us con-
sider the bath. 

Atmospheric pressure apparatus 
The atmospheric pressure apparatus is a variable 

temperature circulating bath constructed by cutting ap-
propriate holes into 5 cm thick styrofoam sheets and 
bonding the various layers together with epoxy. Essen-
tially the bath is a laminated block of styrofoam with 
three 20 cm deep vertical holes along a common line 
spaced 9 cm between centers. The center hole is 7. 5 
cm in diameter and is lined with a thin-wall brass tube 
which is sealed at the bottom. The other two holes are 
3.7 cm in diameter; one is for the sample and the other 
for a propeller to circulate the fluid. All three holes 
are interconnected by cross bores at the bottom and near 
the top. In the styrofoam layers containing the cross 
bores, the center hole has been enlarged to about 12 cm 

in diameter to provide a flow path around the brass tube. 
Ethanol was used as the circulating fluid. 

Cooling was provided by placing crushed dry ice in the 
brass tube. Cooling rates could be controlled by the 
amount of dry ice used and the degree of contact with the 
walls. With this arrangement, temperatures as low as 
210 K could be obtained. Heating was obtained simply 
by removing the dry ice and could be accelerated by 
blowing a jet of warm air into the brass tube. 

Both the propeller and the sample tube were mounted 
in corks fitted in the tops of their respective holes. 

Temperature measurements were made using a copper-
Constantan differential thermocouple with a reference 
junction in an ice bath. The thermocouple was calibrated 
using a standard platinum resistance thermometer and 
had a measurement uncertainty of ±0.12 K (three times 
the standard deviation of the residuals from the calibra-
tion equation). 

The sample tube had a total length of 17 cm. The top 
12 cm was a 1. 27 cm diameter stainless steel tube, 
0.0127 cm wall thickness, used to support the tempera-
ture gradient between the sample and the room. This 
tube was soldered to a thick walled copper test tube, 5 
cm long, 1.27 cm in diameter with a 0.64 cm bore 3.2 
cm deep, deSigned to minimize the temperature gradients 
over the length of the sample. The atmospheric pres-
sure data were obtained using 1.6 g of CCl4 with the 
thermocouple immersed into the CCI4• 

High pressure apparatus 
The pressure system was assembled from commercial-

ly available equipment including a hand pump, an intensi-
fier, and a pressure vessel having an internal cylindrical 
volume 2.5 cm in diameter by 7 cm long. Pressure was 
measured with a bourdon tube gage which was calibrated 
using a piston gage. The estimated uncertainty in pres-
sure measurement was ±O. 7 MPa. The pressurizing 
fluid was a 50/50 mixture of pentane and aviation instru-
ment oil. 

The sample was mounted on the pressure vessel 
closure plug as sketched in Fig. 1. One side of the sam-
ple cell was a disk made of 0.05 mm thick brass shim 
stock and provided with a fill port which was sealed with 
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FIG. 2. Curves for the lb- liquid, la-liquid, and n- lb tran-
sitions. 

Dual melting curves and metastability 
Figure 2 is a plot of the two melting curves and the II 

- Ib phase line which were obtained by decreasing the 
pressure at constant temperatures. Equations repre-
senting these curves are listed in Table II. BelOW 
273 K and 100 MPa there are dual melting curves, one 
for Ia and, a few degrees higher, one for Ib. Above 
100 MPa, there is only one melting curve, that of Ib. 

These two curves diverge with increasing pressure. 
The Ia curve was followed in the directions of both in-
creasing and decreasing temperature and pressure. At 
a given temperature, the rate of pressure increase is 
a determining factor whether the Ia or the Ib phase is 
formed. To obtain la, it is necessary to gently increase 
the pressure as the freezing pOint is approached such 
that the thermodynamic state of the CCl, suffers mini-
mal perturbation. Typically, once the pressure was 
within about 15 MPa of the expected Ia freezing point, 
the pressure was slowly increased by increments of O. 7 
MPa with 6-8 min delay between increases. The curves 
of Fig. 2 were obtained using similar pressure decreases. 

Figure 3 is a plot of the freezing and melting curves 
that have been fitted by least squares to both the Ia and 
Ib data in the region where the Ia phase exists. A word 
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of caution must be given regarding the Ib freezing curve: 
the data for this curve include pressure and temperature 
values from both the liquid - Ib and the Ia - Ib transitions. 
These data are widely scattered due to the metastable 
nature of these transitions so the curve represents only 
a qualitative average of the Ib formation data. 

At 272.1 K, the DTA trace for the liquid-Ia transi-
tion was quite normal. At 273.1 K, the trace had be-
come rounded with a slower rise time and lower ampli-
tude. Above 273.7 K, it was not possible to obtain the 
Ia phase. 

The space between the melting and freezing curves for 
Ia is rather convex, narrowing down to a gap of only 2.1 
MPa at 273.1 K. The evidence indicates that the Ia 
freezing curve and hence the Ia melting curve simply 
end in the neighborhood of 273 K and 100 MPa and that 
there is no Ia-Ib-liquid triple point. The fact that when 
Ib is formed from Ia by increasing the pressure and then, 
upon decreasing the pressure, melts directly without 
passing back through Ia and the fact that we are dealing 
with metastable states indicate that there should be no 
triple point. 

It is premature to regard 273 K and 100 MPa as the 
unique end point on the Ia melting line. The formation 
of the Ia phase may well depend upon sample purity, 
sample size, the material from which the sample cell is 
made, the rate of change of temperature and pressure, 
and sample history. Careful attention to these details 
may make it possible to extend the end of the Ia melting 
curve to a higher temperature and pressure. Ross and 
Anderssonl1 reported one experimental point on the Ia 
melting curve as is indicated in Fig. 2. 

The data of Makita and Takagi, 13 which cover the range 
between 278 and 323 K, are in excellent agreement with 
the Ib melting curve as shown in Fig. 2. The lower 
limit of their work is 5 K above the end of the Ia line; 
they did not report seeing the Ia phase. Again Ross and 
Andersson1i reported one experimental point on the Ib 
curve which is plotted in Fig. 2. 

Figure 4 is an expansion of Fig. 3 to include all our 
measurements of freezing and melting and the Ib -II and 
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THEORY OF PHASE TRANSITIONS IN SOLID HEAVY METHANE 17 

coordinate system (x, y, z) fixed in the crystal is de-
fined in Fig. 3, which shows a central molecule 0 sur-
rounded by its twelve nearest neighbors. As concerns 
the lattice of molecular centers, the x, y, and z axes are 
axes of fourfold symmetry; threefold axes pass through 
the corners of the cube in the figure, and a twofold axis 
through the center of each edge. 

For each molecule there is a coordinate system 
(x', y', z') fixed in the molecule as shown in Fig. 4. In 
this figure the molecule is represented by a tetrahedron, 
to make clear the position and character of its axes of 
symmetry: twofold axes in the x', y', and z' directions, 
and threefold axes through the vertices of the tetra-
hedron. 

When the axes fixed in the molecule coincide with the 
corresponding axes fixed in the crystal, the molecule 
will be said to be in its "standard position." Other 
orientations of the molecular axes will be specified by 
Euler angles22 'f}, S, denoted collectively by w. Inte-
gration over all orientations of the molecule will be 
denoted by 

Use will also be made of spherical coordinates, 
(r, 0, r/» defined in the usual way with respect to the 
axes fixed in the crystal, and (r, 0', r/>') defined in the 
usual way with respect to axes fixed in the molecule. 
The angles (0, r/» and (0', r/>') will be denoted collec-
tively by a and a', respectively, and integrals over all 
solid angle by 

FIG. 3. Coordinate system fixed in the crystal, with names of 
next-neighbors of central molecule O. 

22 These are the same as the Euler angles {3, lX, 'Y of Rose, Ele-
mentary Theory of Angular Momentum (John Wiley and Sons, 
Inc., New York, 1957), p. 50. The axes fixed in the molecule can 
be carried from the standard position to the desired orientation 
by successive rotations of 'Y/ about the z axis, about the resulting 
y axis, and then I about the resulting z axis. 

z' 

y' 

FIG. 4. Coordinate system fixed in molecule. The charge 
distribution of the molecule has the same elements of symmetry 
as the indicated tetrahedron. 

The twelve rotations (fl of the group that carry the 
tetrahedral molecule into itself permute the ± x', ± y', 
± z' axes among themselves. The operations of the 
tetrahedral group with respect to the molecular lattice 
will be defined as producing corresponding permuta-
tions of the x, y, z axes. The molecular lattice is invariant 
to the rotations of this tetrahedral group, and to the 
additional rotations OT of the cubic symmetry group. 
All of these rotations are named and described in 
Table II. The naming of next-neighbor molecules in 
Fig. 3 corresponds to the naming of rotations in Table 
II: rotation (fl of the lattice about the central molecule 
carries next-neighbor E into the position of next-
neighbor en. 

Tetrahedral Harmonics 

Use will be made throughout this work of surface 
harmonic functions that transform in particularly 
simple ways under the operations of the tetrahedral 
group. It can be shown by elementary group theory 
that one can find a complete set of surface harmonic 
functions, bases for irreducible representations of the 
tetrahedral group, with one or the other of the following 
symmetry properties. 

Type A. Functions invariant to all operations of the 
tetrahedral group. 

Type E1• Functions invariant to E and the rotations 
Cx, Cy , C. about twofold axes; multiplied by fac-
tors exp(27ri/3) by rotations C;, i= 1, 2, 3, 4, and 
by factors exp( -21ri/3) by rotations Ci 2. 

Type E2• Like E 1, except that the multiplying factors 
are the complex conjugates of the above. 

Type T. Sets of three functions that transform among 
themselves like the coordinate axes (Table I) 
under the operations of the tetrahedral group. 

Such surface harmonics will be called tetrahedral har-
monics. They are very briefly discussed in Appendix A. 

The present work involves primarily the tetrahedral 
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in terms of Cartesian coordinates; in Appendix A they 
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FIG. 1. Specific heat of CD,. Melting occurs at 89.8°K. Data of 

K. Clusius and L. Popp, reference 8. 

perature in CD4 goes over almost linearly into the single 
transition temperature of CH4 as the mole percent of 
CD 4 decreases. The lower transition temperature falls 
at first linearly with decreasing concentration of CD4, 

and then more rapidly. The heat of transition also de-
creases, and the transition has not been detected at 
normal pressures in mixtures containing less than fifteen 
percent CD4.10 It is thus clear that the intermediate 
phase II in solid CD4 corresponds to the low-tempera-
ture phase II in CH4, and that the low-temperature 
phase III in CD 4 has no analog in CH4 • Phase III in 
CD4, unlike any other of the phases, is weakly doubly 
refracting; its crystal symmetry can not, therefore, be 
strictly cubic. 

There appear to have been no published attempts to 
explain the occurrence of mUltiple transitions in solid 
CD 4. Nagamiyall has suggested that phase II of CH4 

(and hence presumably of CD4) has the cubic structure 
illustrated in Fig. 8 of the present paper; he has also 
suggested that phase III of CD 4 may have a hexagonal 
structure. These suggestions seem to have been based 
primarily on considerations of simplicity, reinforced 
in the case of CH4 by demonstration that the proposed 
structure would lead to a zero-point entropy at WOK 
consistent with the observations of Frank and Clusius. 12 

It is the purpose of the present paper to explain the 
multiple transitions in CD4 in terms of molecular inter-
actions, and thus provide a broader basis for the under-
standing and correlation of diverse experimental re-
sults. In particular, it gives a straightforward deduction 
of the long-range orientational order in the several 
phases from an apparently reasonable assumption con-
cerning the orientational coupling of the component 
molecules. 

Early theories of orientational transitions in crystals 

10 Existence of the lower transition in pure CH, at elevated 
pressures has been reported by O. N. Trapeznikova and G. A. 
Milyutin, Nature 144, 632 (1939), and by R. Stevenson, J. Chern. 
Phys. 27, 656 (1957). 

1\ T. Nagamiya, Progr. Theoret. Phys. (Kyoto) 6, 702 (1951). 
12 A. Frank and K. Clusius, Z. physik. Chern. (Leipzig) B36, 

291 (1937). 

were based on the assumption that the energy of cou-
pling of next-neighbor molecules can be represented by 

V= A COsBih (Ll) 

where 8i i is the angle between preferred axes in the two 
molecules. Interactions between more widely separated 
molecules were neglected. 13 Such a model leads always 
to the prediction of a single second-order transition. It 
was noted by Kirkwood14 that an interaction potential 
of the form 

V =B cos28ii (1.2) 

would lead to a single first-order transition. Krieger and 
Jamesl5 showed that the interaction potential 

(1.3) 

can lead to a single second-order transition, or a single 
first-order transition, or two first-order transitions, or a 
second-order transition followed by a first-order transi-
tion as T rises, depending on the relative values of A 
and B. All these models are much oversimplified, par-
ticularly in that (a) they imply axial symmetry of the 
molecules, and (b) they treat the interaction of the 
molecules as dependent only on the orientations of the 
molecules in space, and not on the direction of the inter-
molecular axis between them. The importance of the 
directional dependence of the coupling forces in deter-
mining orientational order is evident from quite ele-
mentary considerations; several examples with mole-
cules restricted to discrete orientations have been 
treated in detail by Hosoya. 16 It is thus clear that the 
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FIG. 2. Transition temperatures in CH,-CD, mixtures, as 
functions of composition. 

13 See, for instance, T. S. Chang, Proc. Cambridge Phil. Soc. 33, 
524 (1937). Concerning errors in Chang's numerical results, see 
T. Nakamura, J. Phys. Soc. Japan 7, 264 (1952) and H. M. 
James and T. J. Krieger, J. Chern. Phys. 22, 959 (1954). 

14 J. G. Kirkwood, J. Chern. Phys. 8, 205 (1940). 
15 T. J. Krieger and H. M. James, J. Chern. Phys. 22,796 (1954). 
16 S. Hosoya, J. Phys. Soc. Japan 9, 524 (1954); Sci. Papers 

Coll. of Gen. Educa. Univ. Tokyo 4, 93 (1954). 
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It is the purpose of this paper to explain the existence of three 
solid phases in CD., and to predict the molecular ordering in 
each phase, by straightforward deduction from a reasonable 
assumption concerning the orientational coupling of the mole-
cules. Molecular and lattice vibrations are neglected, the crystal 
being treated as an f.c.c. array of spherical rotators carrying 
distributions of charge with tetrahedral symmetry. It is assumed 
that the dominant term in the orientational coupling of the mole-
cules is their electrostatic interaction, of which only the octopole-
octopole interaction of next neighbors is retained in the calcula-
tion. The magnitude of the effective octopole moment is the only 
disposable constant in the theory. The statistical calculation is 
based on a classical version of the self-consistent field idea; 
neglect of quantum effects makes the results inapplicable to CR., 
which shows large isotope differences from CD •. The conditions 
for self-consistency in the theory appear as a family of integro-
functional equations, one for each molecule in the crystal. These 
are brought into convenient form by introduction of tetrahedral 
harmonics and associated tetrahedral rotator functions. The con-
sistency equations are first solved for the cases in which the 
orientational distribution function is the same for all molecules 
in the crystal. There exist three distinct solutions of this type, in 
which all molecules are subject to identical orienting fields with 
s'/mmetries T, C2, or Da, respectively. More general solutions are 

1. INTRODUCTION 

I N 1929, Clusius1 noted the existence of a A singularity 
in the specific heat of solid CH4 around 20.4°K, 

where it rises to values of the order of 100 cal/mole OK. 
X-ray studies by Schallamach2 indicate that the molec-
ular lattice is face-centered cubic both above and below 
20.4°, with lattice constants that differ by roughly 1%." 
The small change in the molecular lattice indicates 
that the phase change associated with the thermal 
anomaly involves primarily a change in the orienta-
tional ordering of the molecules in the lattice. Above 
the transition temperature, the specific heat of the 
crystal, beyond that attributable to lattice vibrations, 
is about 3.0 cal/mole OK. This value, which is what one 
would expect for an assembly of free classical spherical 
rotators, is consistent with Pauling's picture4 of the 
transition as involving a sudden change from molecular 
oscillations in the low-temperature phase to free molec-
ular rotation in the higher phase. Observations5 on pro-
ton spin resonance indicate, however, that this picture is 

* Based in part on a thesis presented by T. A. Keenan in partial 
fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Phi-
losophy at Purdue University, August, 1955. 

t Now at the University of Rochester. 
1 K. Clusius, Z. physik. Chem. (Leipzig) 83,41 (1929). See also 

K. Clusius and A. Perlick, ibid. 824, 313 (1934). 
2 A. Schallamach, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A171, 569 (1939). 
'Films deposited at temperatures near the transition point 

mayor may not show a few diffraction rings not attributable to 
a simple Lc.c. structure. Their origin has not yet been explained. 

4 L. Pauling, Phys. Rev. 36, 430 (1930). 
6 Thomas, Alpert, and Torrey, J. Chem. Phys. 18, 1511 (1950). 
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then found, for which the molecules are not all equivalent, but 
may be freely rotating, or in orienting fields of symmetry T, C2, 

or Da. The consistency relations state restrictions on the distribu-
tion of such molecules in the crystal lattice, and fix the strengths 
of the orienting fields; they can be satisfied only for small num-
bers of molecules in a crystal cell. An apparently exhaustive 
tabulation is made of all solutions with low free energy. Three of 
these minimize F in some temperature range, and describe stable 
phases. At the lowest temperatures the stable phase has tetragonal 
symmetry Vd, with all molecules oscillating about equivalent 
equilibrium orientations. As T rises this undergoes a first-order 
transformation to a phase with octahedral symmetry 0, in which 
one molecule in four rotates freely, surrounded by a shell of oscil-
lating next neighbors. At higher temperatures this undergoes a 
transformation (described by the theory as of second order) to an 
orientationally disordered phase. If the molecular octopole 
moment is assigned the magnitude 0.504X 10-24 electron em' 
needed to make the predicted upper transition temperature agree 
with the 27.1 oK observed in CD., the predicted lower transition 
temperature is 24.4°K, as against the observed 22.2°K. Predic-
tions of the theory are also in satisfactory agreement with ob-
servations on integrated heats of transition, zero-point entropy, 
and the optical properties of the phases. 

not correct. The resonance line width shows no percepti-
ble change at the transition temperature, and there ap-
pears to be even a small increase in the characteristic time 
for molecular orientation when the crystal goes into the 
higher phase. 6 Above 65°K the line width and charac-
teristic time for spin-lattice relaxation both drop sharply 
toward the values observed in liquid CH4 • The Raman 
bands of CH4 at 79°K, twelve degrees below the melt-
ing point, show7 rotational wings of the same extent as 
those found with the liquid. This indicates that in solid 
CH4 at these higher temperatures the hindrance to free 
molecular rotation is small, and not appreciably greater 
than in the liquid. It consequently appears that the 
phase change in solid CH4 takes place without the es-
tablishment of free molecular rotation, and that the 
passage to "free" molecular rotation occurs at higher 
temperatures, gradually, and thus without the appear-
ance of any thermal anomaly. 

Solid CD4 shows8 two A anomalies in the specific 
heat, at 22.2°K and 27.1 OK, as shown in Fig. 1. The rela-
tion of the two transitions in CD 4 to the single transi-
tion in CH4 is brought out clearly by the observations of 
Bartholome, Drikos, and Eucken9 on transitions in mix-
tures of CH4 and CD 4 (Fig. 2). The upper transition tem-

6 K. Tomita, Phys. Rev. 89,429 (1953). 
7 Crawford, Welsh, and Harrold, Can. J. Phys. 30, 81 (1952). 
8 Kruis, Popp, and Clusius, Z. Elektrochem. 43, 664 (1937); 

K. Clusius and L. Popp, Z. physik. Chem. (Leipzig) B46, 63 
(1940) . 

9 Bartholome, Drikos, and Eucken, Z. physik. Chem. (Leipzig) 
B39, 371 (1938). 
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TABLE VII. Values of {3T on odd sub lattices, K= 1. 

Sublattice 

1 
3 
5 
7 

{35 (36 

sublattice 1; they thus differ only by a translation of 
the lattice into itself. In both phases, every molecule 
has a type (c) environment, symmetry Ds, and the 
free energy is given by Eq. (6.23). 

(3) One Ck not zero. This requires 

m= 1 or 2 or 3 or 4. (6.26) 

The two choices of sign and four choices of m give 
eight solutions that can be seen to differ only by a 
translation of the lattice into itself. These solutions thus 
describe a single phase, which will be called the octa-
hedral phase, for reasons that will be made evident in 
Sec. 7. As a typical case, take C4={3. The distribution 
functions are then those shown in Table VIII. The mol-
ecules on two sublattices are orientationally disordered, 
while the other molecules have type (a) environments. 
It follows from Eq. (6.14) that for this phase the free 
energy per mole is 

( 6.27) 

This quantity is plotted in Fig. 5. Since Fa is much 
larger negatively than Fe, the octahedral phase is by 
far the most stable phase with branching temperature 
Te. 

The general solutions for lower values of K and T r 
have also been investigated. If K= t, the lattice can be 
divided into 27 sublattices, for each of which Eqs. 
(6.18) assume a characteristic form. Detailed study of 
these equations shows that the only solutions are those 
corresponding to orientational disorder and to the 
layered phase previously discussed. If K=t, the number 
of sublattices rises to 64. It has been found that no 
solution of these equations can have any molecule with 
type (a) or type (b) environment; it follows that no 
solution with K=t can give lower free energy than the 
second of the two layered phases already described, with 
Xc= 1. Experience gained in this study of Eqs. (6.18) 

TABLE VIII. Distribution functions for molecules on the various 
sublattices. K = 1. Octahedral phase, C, = (3. 

Sublattice 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

few) 
----_._-----

1/(41r) 
1/(4 ... ) 

G exp{ -(3u,(w) i 
G exp {{3U5 (w) i 
G exp{ -(3U6(W) i 
G exp{{3u6(W) i 
G exp{ -(3U7(W) i 
G exp{{3u7(W)} 

suggests strongly that no other solutions exist, for any 
x, in which any molecule has type (a) environment. 
Since only a solution with xa>! could give an Flower 
than that in Eq. (6.27), the search for solutions repre-
senting stable phases has been carried no farther. 

7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In the preceding Sections a number of solutions of the 
consistency relations have been found,29 of which three 
appear to represent phases stable in some range of tem-
perature (see Fig. 5) : 

(1) the tetragonal Phase III, stable at the lowest 
temperatures, 

FIG. 7. Most probable orientation of molecules in the tetragonal 
phase. The molecules are represented by spheres, with the CD 
bonds directed toward the centers of the light octants. The (xz)-
and (yz)-planes bisect octants. 

(2) the octahedral Phase II, which becomes stable 
at a temperature below Tb, and persists up to T= T e, 

and 
(3) the orientationally disordered Phase I, stable 

for T> Te. In exhibiting three types of order, the 
present model resembles CD 4 • It will now be shown that 
the resemblance extends to many features in the 
behavior, and even to quantitative details. 

Tetragonal Phase 
Figure 7 illustrates the most probable orientation of 

the molecules in the phase described by the type (a) 
solution of the consistency relation with f( w) given 
by Eq. (4.24). Since it is difficult to make thoroughly 
informative perspective drawings of tetrahedra, the 
molecules are respresented by spheres; the CD bonds, 
the threefold rotational axes of the molecule, are 
directed toward the centers of the light octants. The 
figure also represents the configuration of minimum 

29 It may be emphasized that the search has been effective only 
as concerns solutions that have low F and positive branching 
temperatures, and that have uniform order or belong to a single 
star. The existence of other types of solution has not been ex-
cluded as a possibility. 
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than that in Eq. (6.27), the search for solutions repre-
senting stable phases has been carried no farther. 

7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In the preceding Sections a number of solutions of the 
consistency relations have been found,29 of which three 
appear to represent phases stable in some range of tem-
perature (see Fig. 5) : 

(1) the tetragonal Phase III, stable at the lowest 
temperatures, 

FIG. 7. Most probable orientation of molecules in the tetragonal 
phase. The molecules are represented by spheres, with the CD 
bonds directed toward the centers of the light octants. The (xz)-
and (yz)-planes bisect octants. 

(2) the octahedral Phase II, which becomes stable 
at a temperature below Tb, and persists up to T= T e, 

and 
(3) the orientationally disordered Phase I, stable 

for T> Te. In exhibiting three types of order, the 
present model resembles CD 4 • It will now be shown that 
the resemblance extends to many features in the 
behavior, and even to quantitative details. 

Tetragonal Phase 
Figure 7 illustrates the most probable orientation of 

the molecules in the phase described by the type (a) 
solution of the consistency relation with f( w) given 
by Eq. (4.24). Since it is difficult to make thoroughly 
informative perspective drawings of tetrahedra, the 
molecules are respresented by spheres; the CD bonds, 
the threefold rotational axes of the molecule, are 
directed toward the centers of the light octants. The 
figure also represents the configuration of minimum 

29 It may be emphasized that the search has been effective only 
as concerns solutions that have low F and positive branching 
temperatures, and that have uniform order or belong to a single 
star. The existence of other types of solution has not been ex-
cluded as a possibility. 
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orientational coupling energy, the essentially unique 
configuration at T=OoK. The thermal oscillations of 
the molecules about their equilibrium positions, which 
increase with T, are described by the distribution 
function. 

The molecular lattice has threefold rotation axes, as 
do the tetrahedral molecules, but these axes do not coin-
cide in Fig. 7. In consequence, the structure as a whole 
does not have threefold rotation axes; its symmetry 
operations are those of the tetragonal group V d. Exist-
ence of the separation-dependent orientational coupling 
considered in this paper implies the existence of orienta-
tion-dependent radial coupling. It will be shown else-
where that this radial coupling will tend to decrease the 
relative spacing of the molecules in Fig. 7 in the z 
direction, thus causing the molecular lattice to assume 
the tetragonal form to be expected from the over-all 

FIG. 8. Most probable orientation of molecules, as suggested 
for Phase II of CH, by Nagamiya. Representation of molecules 
as in Fig. 7. 

symmetry of the crystal. This is consistent with the 
double refraction observed in the low-temperature 
phase of CD4• 

By way of contrast, Fig. 8 shows the orientational 
order proposed by Nagamiya for the low-temperature 
phase of CH4 • This differs from Fig. 7 by a rotation of 
each molecule through 45° about the z axis. The effect 
of this rotation on the separations of atoms in next-
neighbor molecules is shown in Table IX. Tetragonal 
order tends to maximize the smallest DD separation, 
and to decrease the smallest CD separations, as is to be 
expected in the configuration of minimum energy for 
any electrostatic model of orientational coupling: like 
parts of similar molecules must repel, while oppositely 
charged parts attract. N agamiya's model, on the other 
hand, tends to decrease the smallest DD separation, 
while increasing the smallest CD separation; it will be 
favored if the hydrogens attract. Nagamiya's order, 
however, has cubic symmetrv, and is inconsistent with 
double refraction. The observed double refraction in 
Phase III of CD4 thus indicates that the hydrogen atoms 

TABLE IX. Separations in A of the C and D atoms of a CD, 
molecule from the D atoms of the next neighbor molecules, for 
the molecular orientations illustrated in Figs. 7 and 8. (Calcula-
tion for a=1.09 A, R=4.09 A.) The number of occurrences of a 
given separation is indicated in parentheses. 

Tetragonal order Nagamiya's order 

C-D D-D C-D D-D 

3.057 (8) 2.766 (16) 3.298 (24) 2.344 (12) 
3.610 (16) 3.132 (24) 4.272 (48) 3.587 (48) 
3.816 (16) 4.130 (48) 5.062 (24) 4.130 (48) 
4.089 (8) 4.252 (16) 4.499 (24) 
4.447 (8) 4.499 (32) 5.255 (48) 
4.684 (16) 4.733 (16) 5.915 (12) 
4.844 (16) 5.538 (24) 
5.211 (8) 5.730 (16) 

of next-neighbor molecules do tend to avoid each other, 
and supports the assumption of a dominant electro-
static coupling on which the present calculations are 
based. 

Octahedral Phase 
Figure 9 illustrates the most probable orientation of 

the molecules in the phase described by Table VIII. 
In this figure the relation of the outlined cube to the 
lattice differs from that in Figs. 7 and 8. A molecule 
of sublattice 1 occupies the center of the cube, and its 
twelve nearest neighbors, with their sublattice numbers 
indicated, lie at the centers of the cube edges. The 
central molecule, for which there is no preferred orien-
tation and for which the average charge density is 
spherically symmetrical, is indicated by an un shaded 
circle. This figure (and the rest of the lattice) can be 
seen to have the symmetry of the octahedral group 0 
with respect to rotations about the center of the cube. 
The molecules of sublattice 1 (and of sublattice 2 like-
wise) occupy centers of octahedral symmetry in the 

6 

FIG. 9. Most probable orientations of molecules in the octa-
hedral phase, as described by Table VIII. Representation as in 
Fig. 7. Each molecule has its octants bisected by two coordinate 
planes. Numbers indicate the sublattices to which the molecules 
belong. The central molecule, on sublattice 1, has no preferred 
orientation. 
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of next-neighbor molecules do tend to avoid each other, 
and supports the assumption of a dominant electro-
static coupling on which the present calculations are 
based. 

Octahedral Phase 
Figure 9 illustrates the most probable orientation of 

the molecules in the phase described by Table VIII. 
In this figure the relation of the outlined cube to the 
lattice differs from that in Figs. 7 and 8. A molecule 
of sublattice 1 occupies the center of the cube, and its 
twelve nearest neighbors, with their sublattice numbers 
indicated, lie at the centers of the cube edges. The 
central molecule, for which there is no preferred orien-
tation and for which the average charge density is 
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planes. Numbers indicate the sublattices to which the molecules 
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2	  disordered	  (1,2)	  
6	  ordered	  (3-‐8)	  



The	  orienta.onal	  structures	  and	  the	  phase	  transi.ons	  (27.0	  and	  22.1°K)	  of	  solid	  CD4	  are	  
inves.gated	  by	  coherent	  neutron	  sca:ering	  from	  powder	  samples	  as	  well	  as	  from	  single	  
crystals.	  In	  its	  high	  temperature	  Phase	  I	  CD4	  is	  found	  to	  crystallize	  within	  the	  space	  group	  
Fm3m	  with	  four	  molecules	  per	  unit	  cell	  and	  a	  lajce	  constant	  a0=5.96	  Å	  at	  77°K.	  The	  
molecular	  orienta.ons	  are	  completely	  disordered	  at	  35°K,	  while	  an	  indica.on	  of	  par.al	  order	  
was	  detected	  at	  77°K.	  The	  transi.on	  to	  phase	  II	  is	  accompanied	  by	  cri.cal	  fluctua.ons	  with	  a	  
correla.on	  length	  of	  about	  24	  Å	  (at	  27.7°K)	  and	  appears	  to	  be	  of	  second	  order	  (cri.cal	  
exponent	  β	  =0.4±	  0.1).	  In	  Phase	  II	  six	  of	  eight	  molecules	  order	  with	  a	  local	  symmetry	  42m,	  
while	  the	  remaining	  two	  are	  orienta=onally	  disordered.	  The	  space	  group	  is	  cubic	  Fm3c	  with	  
32	  molecules	  per	  unit	  cell	  and	  a0=11.64	  Å	  at	  24.5°K.	  The	  transi.on	  to	  Phase	  III	  is	  
predominantly	  of	  first	  order.	  With	  the	  present	  data	  the	  structure	  of	  phase	  III	  cannot	  be	  
determined	  unambiguously.	  Superlajce	  reflec.ons	  can	  be	  indexed	  cubic	  primi.ve.	  The	  
number	  of	  molecules	  per	  unit	  cell	  remains	  32,	  with	  a0=11.61	  Å	  at	  17.5°K.	  The	  data	  suggest,	  
that	  the	  low	  temperature	  structure	  is	  to	  be	  understood	  by	  an	  ordering	  within	  the	  sublaOces	  of	  
molecules	  disordered	  in	  phase	  II	  together	  with	  slight	  distor1ons	  of	  the	  other	  sublaOces.	  The	  
structures	  of	  Phases	  I	  and	  II	  agree	  with	  the	  ones	  predicted	  by	  James	  &	  Keenan	  under	  the	  
assump.on	  of	  octupole—octupole	  interac.on	  between	  nearest	  neighbor	  molecules.	  	  
For	  Phase	  III	  the	  model	  of	  James	  &	  Keenan,	  as	  well	  as	  other	  predic.ons,	  hitherto	  published,	  
must	  be	  ruled	  out.	  

Structure	  &	  Phase	  Transi=ons	  of	  Solid	  Heavy	  Methane	  (CD4)	  
Werner	  Press	  J.	  Chem.	  Phys.	  56,	  2597	  (1972);	  h:p://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.1677586	  



We	  propose	  a	  heuris.c	  explana.on	  for	  the	  numerous	  non-‐close-‐
packed	  crystal	  structures	  observed	  in	  various	  colloidal	  systems.	  By	  
developing	  an	  analogy	  between	  soap	  froths	  and	  the	  so[	  coronas	  of	  
fuzzy	  colloids,	  we	  provide	  a	  geometrical	  interpreta.on	  of	  the	  free	  
energy	  of	  so[	  spheres.	  We	  show	  that	  the	  close-‐packing	  rule	  
associated	  with	  hard-‐core	  interac.ons	  and	  posi.onal	  entropy	  of	  
par.cles	  is	  frustrated	  by	  a	  minimum-‐area	  principle	  associated	  with	  
the	  so[	  tail	  and	  internal	  entropy	  of	  the	  so[	  coronas	  …	  the	  A15	  
la~ce,	  known	  to	  be	  area	  minimizing,	  is	  favored	  for	  a	  reasonable	  
range	  of	  model	  parameters	  and	  so	  it	  is	  among	  the	  possible	  
equilibrium	  states	  for	  a	  variety	  of	  colloidal	  systems.	  	  

Maximizing	  Entropy	  by	  Minimizing	  Area: 	  Towards	  a	  
New	  Principle	  of	  Self-‐Organiza=on	  
P.	  Ziherl	  	  &	  Randall	  D.	  Kamien	  	  
J.	  Phys.	  Chem.	  B	  105	  (42):	  10147–10158	  (2001);	  	  
DOI:	  10.1021/jp010944q	  



The	  A15	  foam	  consists	  of	  six	  Goldberg	  tetrakaidecahedra,	  each	  with	  
two	  hexagonal	  and	  12	  pentagonal	  faces	  (A),	  which	  form	  three	  sets	  
of	  interlocking	  columns,	  and	  two	  irregular	  pentagonal	  dodecahedra	  
(B)	  at	  the	  inters.ces.	  	  
	  
Approximate	  analy.cal	  model	  of	  the	  bulk	  free	  energy	  for	  the	  A15	  
lajce.	  Free	  volumes	  of	  columnar	  and	  inters..al	  sites	  are	  replaced	  
by	  cylinders	  and	  spheres,	  respec.vely.	  	  

partition of rhombic dodecahedra (unstable as a froth because
it contains vertices joining eight edges) is 0.7%. Thus the A15
foam is a 50% improvement on this scale.
The A15 foam consists of six Goldberg tetrakaidecahedra,

each with two hexagonal and 12 pentagonal faces, which form
three sets of interlocking columns, and two irregular pentagonal
dodecahedra at the interstices. Because it is composed of two
types of cells, the Weaire-Phelan soap froth is obviously less
symmetric than Kelvin’s froth. However, it was not surprising
to some that it has a rather small surface area. The A15 lattice
is derived from the polytope {3,3,5}, a partition of positively
curved space consisting of 120 regular dodecahedral bubbles.
As suggested by Kléman and Sadoc, positive spatial curvature
relieves the frustration brought about by the incompatibility of
the optimal local arrangement of bubbles and the structure of
flat three-dimensional space. The polytope {3,3,5} should be
regarded as the ideal template whence the various tetrahedrally
close-packed (TCP) lattices (the layered TCP lattices are also
known as Frank-Kasper phases) are derived via a flattening
procedure.27
There are 24 known ways of decurving the polytope {3,3,5}

and, thus, 24 TCP crystal lattices.13 With two types of bubbles
and eight bubbles per unit cell, the A15 lattice is among the
simplest: the unit cell of the most complicated structure, the
so-called I lattice, consists of 228 bubbles that include four types
of bubbles.13 Given the rationale for the success of the A15
lattice, it is not unreasonable to expect that other TCP lattices
may have an even smaller surface area. Indeed, the discovery
of Weaire and Phelan renewed the interest in the field.
Subsequently some of the remaining TCP-type soap froths have
been studied,28 facilitated by Surface Evolver, a remarkable
software package developed by Brakke.29 In addition, other
classes of periodic and quasiperiodic partitions based on Kelvin’s
BCC and Williams’ body-centered-tetragonal (BCT) bubbles
have been suggested.30 At this time, however, the A15 foam

has not been bested, and it stands as the tentative solution of
Kelvin’s problem.
The connection between the observed crystal structure and

the soft part of the intermicellar potential should now be clear:
if it were absent, the hard cores would favor an FCC lattice,
but instead, the equilibrium structure is a different lattice with
a larger bulk free energy but a smaller surface free energy. The
only variables in this model are the parameters of the surface
interaction, which we will estimate roughly. In view of the
experimental data on soft spheres, we will compare the FCC,
BCC, and A15 lattices and show that in the case of the
dendrimer micelles it is reasonable to expect that the area-
minimizing A15 lattice is favored over the close-packed FCC
lattice.
B. Bulk Free Energy. Within the framework of the two

competing ordering principles, we propose a simple and
approximate theory of colloidal crystals where the bulk and the
surface terms are coupled only through the constraint of fixed
volume. As far as the bulk free energy is concerned, the micelles
will be treated as hard spheres of diameter σ and the surface
interaction will be calculated as if the matrix of coronas were
a thin structureless layer so that we may neglect the effects of
curvature.
We start our analysis with the bulk term. The configuration

integral of a one-component classical system of N particles
confined to a volume V is

where λ ) !h2/2πmkBT is the thermal de Broglie wavelength
and U(r1, r2, ..., rN) ) 1/2∑i,j)1

N u(ri, rj) is the total interaction
energy consisting of pairwise interactions u(ri,rj) ) u(|ri - rj|).
Despite the simplicity of the hard-core potential, Z cannot
be calculated analytically, and one must resort either to
numerical approaches, such as Monte Carlo simulations, or to
approximate analytical methods. The latter are more appropriate
for our purposes because we are seeking a simple, heuristic
explanation of crystal structure. When considering crystal
phases, we can assume that the particles are localized within
cells formed by their neighbors, and thus, the configuration
integral breaks up into N single-particle integrals so that

where V0 is the volume of the cell (usually the Wigner-Seitz
cell), ueff(r) is the effective potential felt by the particle, and
N! has been absorbed by factorization of the partition function.
This approximation is valid only for lattices where all sites are
equivalent; if the unit cell of the crystal consists of inequivalent
sites, eq 3 can be embellished accordingly.
As natural as this approximation may seem for a periodic

arrangement of particles in a crystal, it neglects any correlated
motion of neighbors and the associated communal entropy.31,32
Nevertheless, several predictions of the cellular model have been
reproduced within the more fundamental framework of statistical
geometry,33,34 and the quantitative results of the model are often
in good agreement with the more complete numerical simula-
tions. For hard spheres, where the cellular theory and the
corresponding free volume equation of state become exact in
the high-density limit, the agreement with Monte Carlo results
is in fact excellent.32,35 In this case, each particle is assumed to
be uniformly smeared over its reduced Wigner-Seitz cell so

Figure 4. Rhombic dodecahedron/FCC lattice (a), Kelvin’s tetrakaid-
ecahedron/BCC lattice (b), and Weaire-Phelan minimal surface/A15
lattice (c). Z )
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dri exp(-U(r1, r2, ..., rN)/kBT) (2)

Z ≈ [λ-3∫V0
dr exp(-ueff(r)/kBT)]

N (3)
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that it cannot overlap with its neighbors. As a result, the effective
potential is quite simple: 0 within the volume the center of
mass is allowed to trace out (the so-called free volume) and
infinite otherwise. Thus

where VF is the free volume whose shape reflects the symmetry
of the lattice.32 We note that temperature drops out of this
problem and that the interaction is entirely entropic.
Within the cellular free-volume theory, the free energy of

hard spheres becomes a purely geometrical issue. All one has
to do is to calculate the volume of the Wigner-Seitz cell after
a layer of thickness σ/2 has been peeled off of its faces, which
is the volume accessible to the particle’s center of mass. In the
FCC lattice, the free volume has the shape of a rhombic
dodecahedron just as the Wigner-Seitz cell.36 On the other
hand, in the BCC lattice, it remains an orthic tetrakaidecahedron
only at rather low densities below the freezing point. At higher
densities, where the hard spheres form a solid phase, the square
faces become absent rendering the free volume a regular
octahedron. For the FCC and BCC lattices, the bulk free energy
per dendrimer micelle reads

where X stands for FCC or BCC, n) Fσ3 is the reduced number
density (σ being the hard-core diameter), and the term [-3kBT
ln(σ/λ)] which is independent of the lattice structure has been
dropped. The coefficients RFCC ) 25/2 and RBCC ) 2231/2 reflect
the shape of the free volume, and #FCC ) 21/6 and #BCC )
2-2/331/2 specify their size.
The free volume of the A15 lattice, which includes two types

of sites, is a bit more complicated. As determined by the Voronoi
construction subject to the constraint that all cells have equal
volume, the shapes of the free volumes are irregular pentagonal
dodecahedra and tetrakaidecahedra with two hexagonal and
twelve pentagonal faces rather than regular polyhedra. Their
volumes cannot be expressed in an amenable analytical form,
and thus we have calculated them numerically for a range of
densities. However, we note that the exact free volumes can be
approximated very well by replacing the dodecahedra and
tetrakaidecahedra by spheres and cylinders, respectively (Figure
5). This ansatz takes into account that the free volume of a
columnar site changes anisotropically with density and ap-
proaches a flattened shape in the close-packing limit, whereas
the shape of the free volume of interstitial sites does not depend
on density. We also introduce two adjustable parameters that
quantify the fact that the actual volumes of the Wigner-Seitz
cells are larger than the volumes of spheres and cylinders, which
leave empty voids between them. Given that the ratio of

columnar and interstitial sites is 3:1, this leads to the average
bulk free energy per micelle of

This formula best agrees with the numerical results for S )
1.638 and C ) 1.381, where the relative deviation from the
true bulk free energy is below 0.1% at densities higher than n
≈ 0.8 and not significantly larger at lower densities. Fbulk

FCC,
Fbulk
BCC, and Fbulk

A15 are plotted in Figure 6.15
C. Surface Free Energy. Having calculated the bulk free

energy for the three lattices, we now turn to the surface free
energy, which requires a specific model of the soft interaction
between the particles. To determine which model is the most
appropriate, we should first find out whether the overlap of the
neighboring particles is large or small. At this point, the analysis
becomes somewhat less general, because the overlap differs
from one system to another. Being interested primarily by the
stability of the loosely packed crystal lattices, we now focus
on the dendrimers that form the A15 crystal.14 The relevant
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molecules and the lattice constants of the micellar crystals.
Because the dendrimers consist of two, three, or four generations
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with bare radii of σbare/2 ) 2.6, 3.2, and 3.8 nm, respectively,
we can deduce that the lengths of the benzyloxy core segment
and the dodecyl chain are lcore ) 0.6 nm and lcorona ) 1.4 nm
(Figure 7). The effective diameter of the micelles σeff can be
calculated from the lattice constant a. According to Figure 1,
σeff ) a/2. This gives σeff ) 3.4, 4.0, and 4.2 nm. Obviously,
σeff is considerably smaller than σbare for all generations.
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not only is there a considerable overlap between the coronas
but also the dodecyl chains penetrate into the core itself. This
indicates that the interfacial effects, related to the limited
orientational entropy of the chains, are important in the
dendrimer system.
In the absence of a quantitative insight into the intermicellar

potential, such as a direct measurement of the interaction via

Figure 5. Approximate analytical model of the bulk free energy for
the A15 lattice. Free volumes of columnar and interstitial sites are
replaced by cylinders and spheres, respectively.
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Figure 6. Bulk free energies of hard-core particles arranged in FCC,
BCC, and A15 lattice as calculated with the free-volume theory. Solid
lines correspond to eqs 5 and 6, and circles are numerical results.
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that the solid part of the phase diagram of charged colloids
includes face-centered cubic (FCC) and body-centered cubic
(BCC) lattices. In the case of a convex interparticle potential,
its simplest variant being the square shoulder interaction,8 the
phase diagram is even more complex and includes the dense
and the loose FCC and BCC lattices.9 More elaborate soft
potentials such as the interaction between star polymers lead to
body-centered orthorhombic (BCO) and diamond lattices in
addition to FCC and BCC lattices.10
Although extremely important, these theories do not provide

a robust explanation of the stability of colloidal crystals, and
the aim of this study is to look at the problem from a more
geometrical point of view and to capture the statistical mechanics
of colloids in a new self-organization principle. One such
principle is the maximum packing fraction rule, which states
that pure excluded-volume interactions favor an expanded close-
packed structure, thereby maximizing the configurational en-
tropy. In the case of monodisperse hard spheres, such an
arrangement corresponds to the FCC lattice.11,12 However, many
soft-sphere systems form non-close-packed lattices, including
the BCC, BCO, and diamond lattices as well as the A15 lattice13
observed in crystals of self-assembled micelles of some dendritic
polymers.14 Can we understand the existence of these rather
loosely packed structures? Is there another simple geometrical
principle that describes the self-organization of soft spheres and
is analogous but opposing to the maximum packing fraction
rule? We pursue this question using an idealized model and
find an analogy between the soft-sphere crystals and dry soap
froths, the latter being described by Kelvin’s problem of finding
the minimal-area regular partition of space into cells of equal
volume. Within this framework, we propose a new principle of
area-minimization that can favor these loosely packed lattices
of soft spheres.15
Having proposed our semiquantitative and intuitive explana-

tion for the behavior of soft-sphere colloids, we have checked
our predictions within a more rigorous statistical-mechanical
model to see whether the theoretically calculated phase diagram
includes some of these loose-packed structures, the A15 lattice
in particular. In previous theoretical studies, this structure was
not considered as a trial state of a repulsive colloidal system,
and the solid part of the phase diagram was shared virtually
exclusively by FCC and BCC phases.4,5,7 We scan the phase
diagram for the case of square-shoulder soft potential, the focus
of other studies, and determine the range of widths of the soft
potential where the A15 lattice is the colloidal ground state.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we describe

our model of colloidal self-organization and establish the
analogy between these systems and soap froth. We digress to
describe the Kelvin problem and its conjectured solution. We
show that this analogy leads to a second global principle of
self-assembly, the primary one being the principle of maximum
packing entropy, and that the two mechanisms give rise to
frustration. We apply these ideas to a dendrimer compound
(which crystallizes into the A15 lattice) as well as to other
systems. In section III, we reexamine the phase diagram of the
hard-core-square-shoulder interaction, which captures many
features of real colloidal systems. We analyze it within the
cellular free volume approximation using a numerical model
whose main advantage is that the colloidal interaction is treated
nonperturbatively. Section IV concludes the paper.

II. Colloidal Systems as Area-Minimizing Structures

Recently, dendrimers composed of poly(benzyl ether) core
segments decorated with dodecyl chains16 were synthesized with

the intention of producing a molecule with a conical, fan-shaped
architecture.14 Because it is known that many dendrimers
spontaneously self-assemble into supramolecular clusters, the
underlying rationale was motivated by the possibility of creating
spherical micellar-like objects a few nanometers in diameter.
These dendrimers do indeed form spheres which, in turn, form
a crystal lattice with the Pm3n space group, also known as the
A15, Q223, and !-tungsten lattice. This lattice belongs to the
cubic system, and its unit cell includes eight sites which can be
divided into three pairs of columnar sites and two interstitial
sites. The columnar sites lie evenly spaced along the bisectors
of the faces of the unit cell and can be thought of as forming
three mutually perpendicular and interlocking columns. The
interstitial sites fill out the space between the columns: one is
at the center of the cell and the other one is at the vertex (Figure
1). Colloquially, the A15 lattice is a BCC lattice with each face
decorated by dimers, which form a mutually orthogonal set of
axes.
Though the structure of dendrimer crystals has been studied

in great detail,17,18 it remains unclear why the dendrimer
assemblies should make the A15 lattice. The micelles are nearly
spherically symmetric and very monodisperse;14 given their
chemical composition, the interaction between the micelles must
be predominantly steric. If they were of uniform density, the
interaction arising from the impenetrability of the micelles would
be well-described by a spherically symmetric hard-core potential.
In this case, one might expect the spheres to assemble into an
FCC lattice to maximize their positional entropy: at any given
density, the volume available to spheres arranged in an FCC
lattice is larger than that for any other lattice,11 which follows
from the fact that the closest packing of spheres occurs in an
FCC lattice.12,19 On the other hand, the A15 lattice is rather
loosely packed, with the same maximal packing fraction as that
of the simple cubic (SC) lattice. This is an indication that the
A15 lattice is very inefficient from the point of view of the
center-of-mass entropy of each sphere.
If the micelles were structureless hard spheres, their free

energy would depend only on their position. However, the
dendrimers have a well-defined structure consisting of a more
or less compact core of benzyl ether rings and a floppy, squishy

Figure 1. Various lattices: (a) face-centered cubic, (b) body-centered
cubic, and (c) A15 lattices.
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that the solid part of the phase diagram of charged colloids
includes face-centered cubic (FCC) and body-centered cubic
(BCC) lattices. In the case of a convex interparticle potential,
its simplest variant being the square shoulder interaction,8 the
phase diagram is even more complex and includes the dense
and the loose FCC and BCC lattices.9 More elaborate soft
potentials such as the interaction between star polymers lead to
body-centered orthorhombic (BCO) and diamond lattices in
addition to FCC and BCC lattices.10
Although extremely important, these theories do not provide

a robust explanation of the stability of colloidal crystals, and
the aim of this study is to look at the problem from a more
geometrical point of view and to capture the statistical mechanics
of colloids in a new self-organization principle. One such
principle is the maximum packing fraction rule, which states
that pure excluded-volume interactions favor an expanded close-
packed structure, thereby maximizing the configurational en-
tropy. In the case of monodisperse hard spheres, such an
arrangement corresponds to the FCC lattice.11,12 However, many
soft-sphere systems form non-close-packed lattices, including
the BCC, BCO, and diamond lattices as well as the A15 lattice13
observed in crystals of self-assembled micelles of some dendritic
polymers.14 Can we understand the existence of these rather
loosely packed structures? Is there another simple geometrical
principle that describes the self-organization of soft spheres and
is analogous but opposing to the maximum packing fraction
rule? We pursue this question using an idealized model and
find an analogy between the soft-sphere crystals and dry soap
froths, the latter being described by Kelvin’s problem of finding
the minimal-area regular partition of space into cells of equal
volume. Within this framework, we propose a new principle of
area-minimization that can favor these loosely packed lattices
of soft spheres.15
Having proposed our semiquantitative and intuitive explana-

tion for the behavior of soft-sphere colloids, we have checked
our predictions within a more rigorous statistical-mechanical
model to see whether the theoretically calculated phase diagram
includes some of these loose-packed structures, the A15 lattice
in particular. In previous theoretical studies, this structure was
not considered as a trial state of a repulsive colloidal system,
and the solid part of the phase diagram was shared virtually
exclusively by FCC and BCC phases.4,5,7 We scan the phase
diagram for the case of square-shoulder soft potential, the focus
of other studies, and determine the range of widths of the soft
potential where the A15 lattice is the colloidal ground state.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we describe

our model of colloidal self-organization and establish the
analogy between these systems and soap froth. We digress to
describe the Kelvin problem and its conjectured solution. We
show that this analogy leads to a second global principle of
self-assembly, the primary one being the principle of maximum
packing entropy, and that the two mechanisms give rise to
frustration. We apply these ideas to a dendrimer compound
(which crystallizes into the A15 lattice) as well as to other
systems. In section III, we reexamine the phase diagram of the
hard-core-square-shoulder interaction, which captures many
features of real colloidal systems. We analyze it within the
cellular free volume approximation using a numerical model
whose main advantage is that the colloidal interaction is treated
nonperturbatively. Section IV concludes the paper.

II. Colloidal Systems as Area-Minimizing Structures

Recently, dendrimers composed of poly(benzyl ether) core
segments decorated with dodecyl chains16 were synthesized with

the intention of producing a molecule with a conical, fan-shaped
architecture.14 Because it is known that many dendrimers
spontaneously self-assemble into supramolecular clusters, the
underlying rationale was motivated by the possibility of creating
spherical micellar-like objects a few nanometers in diameter.
These dendrimers do indeed form spheres which, in turn, form
a crystal lattice with the Pm3n space group, also known as the
A15, Q223, and !-tungsten lattice. This lattice belongs to the
cubic system, and its unit cell includes eight sites which can be
divided into three pairs of columnar sites and two interstitial
sites. The columnar sites lie evenly spaced along the bisectors
of the faces of the unit cell and can be thought of as forming
three mutually perpendicular and interlocking columns. The
interstitial sites fill out the space between the columns: one is
at the center of the cell and the other one is at the vertex (Figure
1). Colloquially, the A15 lattice is a BCC lattice with each face
decorated by dimers, which form a mutually orthogonal set of
axes.
Though the structure of dendrimer crystals has been studied

in great detail,17,18 it remains unclear why the dendrimer
assemblies should make the A15 lattice. The micelles are nearly
spherically symmetric and very monodisperse;14 given their
chemical composition, the interaction between the micelles must
be predominantly steric. If they were of uniform density, the
interaction arising from the impenetrability of the micelles would
be well-described by a spherically symmetric hard-core potential.
In this case, one might expect the spheres to assemble into an
FCC lattice to maximize their positional entropy: at any given
density, the volume available to spheres arranged in an FCC
lattice is larger than that for any other lattice,11 which follows
from the fact that the closest packing of spheres occurs in an
FCC lattice.12,19 On the other hand, the A15 lattice is rather
loosely packed, with the same maximal packing fraction as that
of the simple cubic (SC) lattice. This is an indication that the
A15 lattice is very inefficient from the point of view of the
center-of-mass entropy of each sphere.
If the micelles were structureless hard spheres, their free

energy would depend only on their position. However, the
dendrimers have a well-defined structure consisting of a more
or less compact core of benzyl ether rings and a floppy, squishy

Figure 1. Various lattices: (a) face-centered cubic, (b) body-centered
cubic, and (c) A15 lattices.
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that the solid part of the phase diagram of charged colloids
includes face-centered cubic (FCC) and body-centered cubic
(BCC) lattices. In the case of a convex interparticle potential,
its simplest variant being the square shoulder interaction,8 the
phase diagram is even more complex and includes the dense
and the loose FCC and BCC lattices.9 More elaborate soft
potentials such as the interaction between star polymers lead to
body-centered orthorhombic (BCO) and diamond lattices in
addition to FCC and BCC lattices.10
Although extremely important, these theories do not provide

a robust explanation of the stability of colloidal crystals, and
the aim of this study is to look at the problem from a more
geometrical point of view and to capture the statistical mechanics
of colloids in a new self-organization principle. One such
principle is the maximum packing fraction rule, which states
that pure excluded-volume interactions favor an expanded close-
packed structure, thereby maximizing the configurational en-
tropy. In the case of monodisperse hard spheres, such an
arrangement corresponds to the FCC lattice.11,12 However, many
soft-sphere systems form non-close-packed lattices, including
the BCC, BCO, and diamond lattices as well as the A15 lattice13
observed in crystals of self-assembled micelles of some dendritic
polymers.14 Can we understand the existence of these rather
loosely packed structures? Is there another simple geometrical
principle that describes the self-organization of soft spheres and
is analogous but opposing to the maximum packing fraction
rule? We pursue this question using an idealized model and
find an analogy between the soft-sphere crystals and dry soap
froths, the latter being described by Kelvin’s problem of finding
the minimal-area regular partition of space into cells of equal
volume. Within this framework, we propose a new principle of
area-minimization that can favor these loosely packed lattices
of soft spheres.15
Having proposed our semiquantitative and intuitive explana-

tion for the behavior of soft-sphere colloids, we have checked
our predictions within a more rigorous statistical-mechanical
model to see whether the theoretically calculated phase diagram
includes some of these loose-packed structures, the A15 lattice
in particular. In previous theoretical studies, this structure was
not considered as a trial state of a repulsive colloidal system,
and the solid part of the phase diagram was shared virtually
exclusively by FCC and BCC phases.4,5,7 We scan the phase
diagram for the case of square-shoulder soft potential, the focus
of other studies, and determine the range of widths of the soft
potential where the A15 lattice is the colloidal ground state.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we describe

our model of colloidal self-organization and establish the
analogy between these systems and soap froth. We digress to
describe the Kelvin problem and its conjectured solution. We
show that this analogy leads to a second global principle of
self-assembly, the primary one being the principle of maximum
packing entropy, and that the two mechanisms give rise to
frustration. We apply these ideas to a dendrimer compound
(which crystallizes into the A15 lattice) as well as to other
systems. In section III, we reexamine the phase diagram of the
hard-core-square-shoulder interaction, which captures many
features of real colloidal systems. We analyze it within the
cellular free volume approximation using a numerical model
whose main advantage is that the colloidal interaction is treated
nonperturbatively. Section IV concludes the paper.

II. Colloidal Systems as Area-Minimizing Structures

Recently, dendrimers composed of poly(benzyl ether) core
segments decorated with dodecyl chains16 were synthesized with

the intention of producing a molecule with a conical, fan-shaped
architecture.14 Because it is known that many dendrimers
spontaneously self-assemble into supramolecular clusters, the
underlying rationale was motivated by the possibility of creating
spherical micellar-like objects a few nanometers in diameter.
These dendrimers do indeed form spheres which, in turn, form
a crystal lattice with the Pm3n space group, also known as the
A15, Q223, and !-tungsten lattice. This lattice belongs to the
cubic system, and its unit cell includes eight sites which can be
divided into three pairs of columnar sites and two interstitial
sites. The columnar sites lie evenly spaced along the bisectors
of the faces of the unit cell and can be thought of as forming
three mutually perpendicular and interlocking columns. The
interstitial sites fill out the space between the columns: one is
at the center of the cell and the other one is at the vertex (Figure
1). Colloquially, the A15 lattice is a BCC lattice with each face
decorated by dimers, which form a mutually orthogonal set of
axes.
Though the structure of dendrimer crystals has been studied

in great detail,17,18 it remains unclear why the dendrimer
assemblies should make the A15 lattice. The micelles are nearly
spherically symmetric and very monodisperse;14 given their
chemical composition, the interaction between the micelles must
be predominantly steric. If they were of uniform density, the
interaction arising from the impenetrability of the micelles would
be well-described by a spherically symmetric hard-core potential.
In this case, one might expect the spheres to assemble into an
FCC lattice to maximize their positional entropy: at any given
density, the volume available to spheres arranged in an FCC
lattice is larger than that for any other lattice,11 which follows
from the fact that the closest packing of spheres occurs in an
FCC lattice.12,19 On the other hand, the A15 lattice is rather
loosely packed, with the same maximal packing fraction as that
of the simple cubic (SC) lattice. This is an indication that the
A15 lattice is very inefficient from the point of view of the
center-of-mass entropy of each sphere.
If the micelles were structureless hard spheres, their free

energy would depend only on their position. However, the
dendrimers have a well-defined structure consisting of a more
or less compact core of benzyl ether rings and a floppy, squishy

Figure 1. Various lattices: (a) face-centered cubic, (b) body-centered
cubic, and (c) A15 lattices.
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partition of rhombic dodecahedra (unstable as a froth because
it contains vertices joining eight edges) is 0.7%. Thus the A15
foam is a 50% improvement on this scale.
The A15 foam consists of six Goldberg tetrakaidecahedra,

each with two hexagonal and 12 pentagonal faces, which form
three sets of interlocking columns, and two irregular pentagonal
dodecahedra at the interstices. Because it is composed of two
types of cells, the Weaire-Phelan soap froth is obviously less
symmetric than Kelvin’s froth. However, it was not surprising
to some that it has a rather small surface area. The A15 lattice
is derived from the polytope {3,3,5}, a partition of positively
curved space consisting of 120 regular dodecahedral bubbles.
As suggested by Kléman and Sadoc, positive spatial curvature
relieves the frustration brought about by the incompatibility of
the optimal local arrangement of bubbles and the structure of
flat three-dimensional space. The polytope {3,3,5} should be
regarded as the ideal template whence the various tetrahedrally
close-packed (TCP) lattices (the layered TCP lattices are also
known as Frank-Kasper phases) are derived via a flattening
procedure.27
There are 24 known ways of decurving the polytope {3,3,5}

and, thus, 24 TCP crystal lattices.13 With two types of bubbles
and eight bubbles per unit cell, the A15 lattice is among the
simplest: the unit cell of the most complicated structure, the
so-called I lattice, consists of 228 bubbles that include four types
of bubbles.13 Given the rationale for the success of the A15
lattice, it is not unreasonable to expect that other TCP lattices
may have an even smaller surface area. Indeed, the discovery
of Weaire and Phelan renewed the interest in the field.
Subsequently some of the remaining TCP-type soap froths have
been studied,28 facilitated by Surface Evolver, a remarkable
software package developed by Brakke.29 In addition, other
classes of periodic and quasiperiodic partitions based on Kelvin’s
BCC and Williams’ body-centered-tetragonal (BCT) bubbles
have been suggested.30 At this time, however, the A15 foam

has not been bested, and it stands as the tentative solution of
Kelvin’s problem.
The connection between the observed crystal structure and

the soft part of the intermicellar potential should now be clear:
if it were absent, the hard cores would favor an FCC lattice,
but instead, the equilibrium structure is a different lattice with
a larger bulk free energy but a smaller surface free energy. The
only variables in this model are the parameters of the surface
interaction, which we will estimate roughly. In view of the
experimental data on soft spheres, we will compare the FCC,
BCC, and A15 lattices and show that in the case of the
dendrimer micelles it is reasonable to expect that the area-
minimizing A15 lattice is favored over the close-packed FCC
lattice.
B. Bulk Free Energy. Within the framework of the two

competing ordering principles, we propose a simple and
approximate theory of colloidal crystals where the bulk and the
surface terms are coupled only through the constraint of fixed
volume. As far as the bulk free energy is concerned, the micelles
will be treated as hard spheres of diameter σ and the surface
interaction will be calculated as if the matrix of coronas were
a thin structureless layer so that we may neglect the effects of
curvature.
We start our analysis with the bulk term. The configuration

integral of a one-component classical system of N particles
confined to a volume V is

where λ ) !h2/2πmkBT is the thermal de Broglie wavelength
and U(r1, r2, ..., rN) ) 1/2∑i,j)1

N u(ri, rj) is the total interaction
energy consisting of pairwise interactions u(ri,rj) ) u(|ri - rj|).
Despite the simplicity of the hard-core potential, Z cannot
be calculated analytically, and one must resort either to
numerical approaches, such as Monte Carlo simulations, or to
approximate analytical methods. The latter are more appropriate
for our purposes because we are seeking a simple, heuristic
explanation of crystal structure. When considering crystal
phases, we can assume that the particles are localized within
cells formed by their neighbors, and thus, the configuration
integral breaks up into N single-particle integrals so that

where V0 is the volume of the cell (usually the Wigner-Seitz
cell), ueff(r) is the effective potential felt by the particle, and
N! has been absorbed by factorization of the partition function.
This approximation is valid only for lattices where all sites are
equivalent; if the unit cell of the crystal consists of inequivalent
sites, eq 3 can be embellished accordingly.
As natural as this approximation may seem for a periodic

arrangement of particles in a crystal, it neglects any correlated
motion of neighbors and the associated communal entropy.31,32
Nevertheless, several predictions of the cellular model have been
reproduced within the more fundamental framework of statistical
geometry,33,34 and the quantitative results of the model are often
in good agreement with the more complete numerical simula-
tions. For hard spheres, where the cellular theory and the
corresponding free volume equation of state become exact in
the high-density limit, the agreement with Monte Carlo results
is in fact excellent.32,35 In this case, each particle is assumed to
be uniformly smeared over its reduced Wigner-Seitz cell so

Figure 4. Rhombic dodecahedron/FCC lattice (a), Kelvin’s tetrakaid-
ecahedron/BCC lattice (b), and Weaire-Phelan minimal surface/A15
lattice (c). Z )
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partition of rhombic dodecahedra (unstable as a froth because
it contains vertices joining eight edges) is 0.7%. Thus the A15
foam is a 50% improvement on this scale.
The A15 foam consists of six Goldberg tetrakaidecahedra,

each with two hexagonal and 12 pentagonal faces, which form
three sets of interlocking columns, and two irregular pentagonal
dodecahedra at the interstices. Because it is composed of two
types of cells, the Weaire-Phelan soap froth is obviously less
symmetric than Kelvin’s froth. However, it was not surprising
to some that it has a rather small surface area. The A15 lattice
is derived from the polytope {3,3,5}, a partition of positively
curved space consisting of 120 regular dodecahedral bubbles.
As suggested by Kléman and Sadoc, positive spatial curvature
relieves the frustration brought about by the incompatibility of
the optimal local arrangement of bubbles and the structure of
flat three-dimensional space. The polytope {3,3,5} should be
regarded as the ideal template whence the various tetrahedrally
close-packed (TCP) lattices (the layered TCP lattices are also
known as Frank-Kasper phases) are derived via a flattening
procedure.27
There are 24 known ways of decurving the polytope {3,3,5}

and, thus, 24 TCP crystal lattices.13 With two types of bubbles
and eight bubbles per unit cell, the A15 lattice is among the
simplest: the unit cell of the most complicated structure, the
so-called I lattice, consists of 228 bubbles that include four types
of bubbles.13 Given the rationale for the success of the A15
lattice, it is not unreasonable to expect that other TCP lattices
may have an even smaller surface area. Indeed, the discovery
of Weaire and Phelan renewed the interest in the field.
Subsequently some of the remaining TCP-type soap froths have
been studied,28 facilitated by Surface Evolver, a remarkable
software package developed by Brakke.29 In addition, other
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have been suggested.30 At this time, however, the A15 foam
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but instead, the equilibrium structure is a different lattice with
a larger bulk free energy but a smaller surface free energy. The
only variables in this model are the parameters of the surface
interaction, which we will estimate roughly. In view of the
experimental data on soft spheres, we will compare the FCC,
BCC, and A15 lattices and show that in the case of the
dendrimer micelles it is reasonable to expect that the area-
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competing ordering principles, we propose a simple and
approximate theory of colloidal crystals where the bulk and the
surface terms are coupled only through the constraint of fixed
volume. As far as the bulk free energy is concerned, the micelles
will be treated as hard spheres of diameter σ and the surface
interaction will be calculated as if the matrix of coronas were
a thin structureless layer so that we may neglect the effects of
curvature.
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is in fact excellent.32,35 In this case, each particle is assumed to
be uniformly smeared over its reduced Wigner-Seitz cell so

Figure 4. Rhombic dodecahedron/FCC lattice (a), Kelvin’s tetrakaid-
ecahedron/BCC lattice (b), and Weaire-Phelan minimal surface/A15
lattice (c). Z )
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partition of rhombic dodecahedra (unstable as a froth because
it contains vertices joining eight edges) is 0.7%. Thus the A15
foam is a 50% improvement on this scale.
The A15 foam consists of six Goldberg tetrakaidecahedra,

each with two hexagonal and 12 pentagonal faces, which form
three sets of interlocking columns, and two irregular pentagonal
dodecahedra at the interstices. Because it is composed of two
types of cells, the Weaire-Phelan soap froth is obviously less
symmetric than Kelvin’s froth. However, it was not surprising
to some that it has a rather small surface area. The A15 lattice
is derived from the polytope {3,3,5}, a partition of positively
curved space consisting of 120 regular dodecahedral bubbles.
As suggested by Kléman and Sadoc, positive spatial curvature
relieves the frustration brought about by the incompatibility of
the optimal local arrangement of bubbles and the structure of
flat three-dimensional space. The polytope {3,3,5} should be
regarded as the ideal template whence the various tetrahedrally
close-packed (TCP) lattices (the layered TCP lattices are also
known as Frank-Kasper phases) are derived via a flattening
procedure.27
There are 24 known ways of decurving the polytope {3,3,5}

and, thus, 24 TCP crystal lattices.13 With two types of bubbles
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so-called I lattice, consists of 228 bubbles that include four types
of bubbles.13 Given the rationale for the success of the A15
lattice, it is not unreasonable to expect that other TCP lattices
may have an even smaller surface area. Indeed, the discovery
of Weaire and Phelan renewed the interest in the field.
Subsequently some of the remaining TCP-type soap froths have
been studied,28 facilitated by Surface Evolver, a remarkable
software package developed by Brakke.29 In addition, other
classes of periodic and quasiperiodic partitions based on Kelvin’s
BCC and Williams’ body-centered-tetragonal (BCT) bubbles
have been suggested.30 At this time, however, the A15 foam

has not been bested, and it stands as the tentative solution of
Kelvin’s problem.
The connection between the observed crystal structure and

the soft part of the intermicellar potential should now be clear:
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minimizing A15 lattice is favored over the close-packed FCC
lattice.
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competing ordering principles, we propose a simple and
approximate theory of colloidal crystals where the bulk and the
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volume. As far as the bulk free energy is concerned, the micelles
will be treated as hard spheres of diameter σ and the surface
interaction will be calculated as if the matrix of coronas were
a thin structureless layer so that we may neglect the effects of
curvature.
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integral of a one-component classical system of N particles
confined to a volume V is

where λ ) !h2/2πmkBT is the thermal de Broglie wavelength
and U(r1, r2, ..., rN) ) 1/2∑i,j)1

N u(ri, rj) is the total interaction
energy consisting of pairwise interactions u(ri,rj) ) u(|ri - rj|).
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sites, eq 3 can be embellished accordingly.
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arrangement of particles in a crystal, it neglects any correlated
motion of neighbors and the associated communal entropy.31,32
Nevertheless, several predictions of the cellular model have been
reproduced within the more fundamental framework of statistical
geometry,33,34 and the quantitative results of the model are often
in good agreement with the more complete numerical simula-
tions. For hard spheres, where the cellular theory and the
corresponding free volume equation of state become exact in
the high-density limit, the agreement with Monte Carlo results
is in fact excellent.32,35 In this case, each particle is assumed to
be uniformly smeared over its reduced Wigner-Seitz cell so
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	  (a)	  Rhombic	  dodecahedron	  –	  FCC	  lajce,	  (b);	  Kelvin’s	  
tetrakaidecahedron	  -‐	  BCC	  lajce	  and	  (c)	  Weaire-‐Phelan	  

minimal	  surface	  -‐	  A15	  lajce.	  	  

optical trapping,37 we model the interaction of the interpenetrat-
ing dodecyl chains as the interaction between grafted polymer
brushes.38 In the high-interdigitation limit, which is certainly
applicable in our case, the free energy of a compressed brush
reduces to the excluded-volume repulsion of the chains. An
argument in the spirit of Flory theory gives

where l is a parameter with the dimension of length, which
determines the strength of repulsion, N0 is the number of chains
per micelle, and h, the thickness of the single corona, is half
the average thickness of the interdigitated matrix of the chains
d. This approximation neglects some details of the actual
interaction, most notably the curvature of the dodecyl brushes
in the coronas. However, these effects are subdominant when
the dendrimers are packed very closely. In fact, it is known
that the density is nearly constant in the volume occupied by
the chains,14 and we thus expect that our model should provide
a robust description of the system.
The thickness d of the coronal matrix depends on the density

because the dodecyl bilayer must fill the space between the hard
cores.15 Thus

where AM is the interfacial area per micelle. Because the area
is proportional to the square of the lattice constant, the surface
free energy per micelle reads

where γX is the coefficient determined by the symmetry of the
lattice and defined by AM ) γXσ2n-2/3. Lower values of γX
correspond to more area-efficient partitions. The typical mag-
nitude of this coefficient is set by the SC lattice, which gives
γSC ) 6. The more efficient area-minimizing lattices have
smaller values of γX: γFCC ) 25/63 ) 5.345, γBCC ) 5.306, and

γA15 ) 5.288.24 γBCC and γA15 can only be computed numeri-
cally, e.g., using Surface Evolver.29 As a comparison, the
ultimate lower bound for γ corresponds to a sphere (which, of
course, is not a space-filling body): γsphere) 22/332/3π1/3) 4.836.
Combining eqs 5, 6, and 9, we arrive at a single-parameter

(l) free energy of micellar crystals:

Before we calculate the minimal strength of the soft repulsion
necessary to stabilize the area-minimizing structures, we need
to determine the density of the crystal. Not knowing the hard-
core radius of the micelles, we can only provide an order-of-
magnitude estimate of l, and for this purpose, it is sufficient to
note that unless the observed A15 lattice approaches the packing
limit of n ) 1.0, its bulk free energy per micelle is roughly
1kBT larger than FbulkBCC and 2kBT larger than FbulkFCC. To be
concrete, we compare the total free energies at n ) 0.95, which
is well within the high-density regime but not quite at the close-
packing limit and thus consistent with the structural data. At
this density, the BCC lattice becomes more favorable than FCC
at l J 0.05σ, whereas the BCC-A15 transition occurs at l ≈
0.15σ. Given that there are N0 ) 162 dodecyl chains per third
and fourth generation micelle, these values of l correspond to
an entropy of about 0.5kB and 1.5kB per chain, respectively. In
other words, this means that if the overlap of the micelles is so
large that the decrease of orientational entropy of a chain due
to interdigitation reaches 0.5kB and 1.5kB, the differences
between the surface entropies of the BCC and FCC lattices and
the A15 and BCC lattices overcome the corresponding differ-
ences of the bulk entropies and thus favor the area-minimizing
structures.
These values are physically reasonable and of the correct

order of magnitude. When unrestricted by other chains, each
chain has a few orientational and conformational degrees of
freedom. Thus, its entropy is a few kB, and so it can easily loose
0.5kB, 1.5kB, or more entropy upon interdigitation. If we plug
these numbers back into the free energy, we learn one more
thing about these systems: their energetics is controlled
primarily by the surface term, which is a direct consequence of
the three center-of-mass degrees of freedom associated with a
hard core being greatly outnumbered by the several hundreds
of internal degrees of freedom associated with the dodecyl
chains. In other words, in the dendrimer system, the “squishi-
ness” of the particles wins over their hard cores.
D. A New Paradigm. Our proposed model provides a novel

way of looking at the self-organization of colloidal crystals. By
complementing the well-known close-packing rule, which
controls the stability of hard spheres, with the minimal-area rule,
which stems from the additional short-range repulsion between
the particles, we have shown that the equilibrium ordered
structures are a result of frustration between two incompatible
requirements. This picture implies that if the corona is thin
compared to the core the colloids will behave as hard spheres
and form a close-packed lattice such as FCC, but as it grows
thicker, an area-minimizing structure, the A15 lattice, should
be observed. Between the two extremes, there may be a
spectrum of lattices that neither maximize the packing fraction
nor minimize the interfacial area but represent a reasonable
compromise for a given intermicellar potential. However, in
some systems, coexistence of the FCC and A15 lattices could
be energetically preferable to an intermediate structure such as
BCC, provided that the density is not too high to destabilize
the A15 lattice.

Figure 7. Structure of dendrimers that form the A15 lattice. A first
generation dendrimer consists of a core segment and three dodecyl
chains, a second generation dendrimer includes three first generation
dendrimers attached to a core segment, and so on. The length of the
core segment and the dodecyl tail is lcore ) 0.6 nm and lcorona ) 1.4
nm, respectively. Shown here is a second generation dendrimer.
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Structure	  of	  dendrimers	  that	  
form	  the	  A15	  lajce.	  A	  first	  
genera.on	  dendrimer	  
consists	  of	  a	  core	  segment	  
and	  three	  dodecyl	  chains,	  a	  
second	  genera.on	  
dendrimer	  includes	  three	  
first	  genera.on	  dendrimers	  
a:ached	  to	  a	  core	  segment,	  
and	  so	  on.	  	  
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A large number of synthetic and natural compounds self-
organize into bulk phases exhibiting periodicities on the 1028–
1026 metre scale1 as a consequence of their molecular shape,
degree of amphiphilic character and, often, the presence of
additional non-covalent interactions. Such phases are found in
lyotropic systems2 (for example, lipid–water, soap–water), in a
range of block copolymers3 and in thermotropic (solvent-free)
liquid crystals4. The resulting periodicity can be one-dimensional
(lamellar phases), two-dimensional (columnar phases) or three
dimensional (‘micellar’ or ‘bicontinuous’ phases). All such two-
and three-dimensional structures identified to date obey the
rules of crystallography and their symmetry can be described,
respectively, by one of the 17 plane groups or 230 space
groups. The ‘micellar’ phases have crystallographic counterparts
in transition-metal alloys, where just one metal atom is equiva-
lent to a 103 2 104-atom micelle. However, some metal alloys are
known to defy the rules of crystallography and form so-called
quasicrystals, which have rotational symmetry other than the
allowed two-, three-, four- or six-fold symmetry5. Here we show
that such quasiperiodic structures can also exist in the scaled-up
micellar phases, representing a new mode of organization in soft
matter.

Research on bulk nanoscale self-assembly of organic matter is
partly motivated by the fact that such complex structures may serve
as scaffolds for photonic materials6 and other nanoarrays, or as
precursors for mesoporous ceramics or elements for molecular
electronics. Larger biological objects, such as cylinder-like or
sphere-like viruses, also pack on similar macrolattices7.

Dendrons and dendrimers (tree-like molecules8) are proving
particularly versatile in generating periodic nanostructures
(Fig. 1). Two micellar lattices, with space groups Im3̄m (body-
centred cubic, b.c.c.)9, and Pm3̄n (refs 10, 11), have been estab-
lished. An analogue of the Im3̄m phase has also been observed in
block copolymers12, and that of the Pm3̄n phase in lyotropic liquid
crystals13. Recently, a complex three-dimensional (3D) tetragonal

lattice (space group P42/mnm) was found, having 30 self-assembled
micelles in the unit cell (Fig. 1f)14.
In many dendron systems, thermal transitions between the

phases in Fig. 1 occur. The master sequence Colh ! Pm!3n!
P42=mnm! Im!3m is obeyed with increasing temperature; in only
a handful of cases are all these phases displayed in the samematerial.
In a number of compounds, however, an additional unidentified
phase has been observed below any other 3D phase but above Colh.
A small-angle X-ray powder diffractogram of this phase, recorded
on dendron I (Fig. 1g), is shown in Fig. 2a. The synthesis of I is
described in ref. 15 and Supplementary Information, where
this compound is labelled [3,4,5-(3,5)2]12G3CH2OH. Other
compounds that show the X-ray signature of this phase include
(4-3,4,5-3,5)12G2CH2OH, [4-(3,4,5)2]12G2COOH, [3,4-(3,5)2]
12G3COOH, [3,4-(3,5)2]12G3CH2OH, [3,4-(3,4,5)2]12G3CH2OH
(ref. 15), polyoxazolines with tapered side groups containing alkyl
chains of different lengths16, as well as certain salts of 3,4,5-tris-(n-
alkoxy)benzoic acid17.
On heating, compound I shows the following phase sequence:

room temperature !X! 71 8C! P42=mnm! 72 8C! isotropic
liquid, while on cooling phase X forms directly from the liquid
(Supplementary Information). This allowed us to grow mono-
domains of the unknown phase. That phase X is a quasicrystal is
revealed by the distinctive but crystallographically forbidden
12-fold symmetry of the small-angle X-ray single-crystal pattern
(Fig. 2b). When the sample is rotated around the 12-fold axis with
the incident beam perpendicular to the axis, the diffraction pattern
repeats every 308. One such pattern is shown in Fig. 2c, where
the Ewald sphere cuts through a pair of strong reflections in Fig. 2b.
The structure of this liquid quasicrystal (LQC) is periodic in the
direction of the 12-fold axis, but quasiperiodic in the plane
perpendicular to it.
In contrast to normal 3D periodic structures, five instead of three

basis vectors are needed for indexing the diffraction peaks of a
dodecagonal quasicrystal18. Four of the vectors, q1, q2, q3 and q4,

Figure 1 Self-assembly of wedge-shaped molecules. a, Dendrons with fewer tethered

chains adopt a flat slice-like shape (X is a weakly binding group). b, The slices stack up

and form cylindrical columns, which assemble on a two-dimensional hexagonal columnar

(Colh) lattice (c). d, Dendrons with more end-chains assume a conical shape. e, The cones

assemble into spheres, which pack on three different 3D lattices (f) with symmetries

Im3̄m, Pm3̄n and P42/mnm. g, Structure of compound I studied in this work.
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A large number of synthetic and natural compounds self-
organize into bulk phases exhibiting periodicities on the 1028–
1026 metre scale1 as a consequence of their molecular shape,
degree of amphiphilic character and, often, the presence of
additional non-covalent interactions. Such phases are found in
lyotropic systems2 (for example, lipid–water, soap–water), in a
range of block copolymers3 and in thermotropic (solvent-free)
liquid crystals4. The resulting periodicity can be one-dimensional
(lamellar phases), two-dimensional (columnar phases) or three
dimensional (‘micellar’ or ‘bicontinuous’ phases). All such two-
and three-dimensional structures identified to date obey the
rules of crystallography and their symmetry can be described,
respectively, by one of the 17 plane groups or 230 space
groups. The ‘micellar’ phases have crystallographic counterparts
in transition-metal alloys, where just one metal atom is equiva-
lent to a 103 2 104-atom micelle. However, some metal alloys are
known to defy the rules of crystallography and form so-called
quasicrystals, which have rotational symmetry other than the
allowed two-, three-, four- or six-fold symmetry5. Here we show
that such quasiperiodic structures can also exist in the scaled-up
micellar phases, representing a new mode of organization in soft
matter.

Research on bulk nanoscale self-assembly of organic matter is
partly motivated by the fact that such complex structures may serve
as scaffolds for photonic materials6 and other nanoarrays, or as
precursors for mesoporous ceramics or elements for molecular
electronics. Larger biological objects, such as cylinder-like or
sphere-like viruses, also pack on similar macrolattices7.

Dendrons and dendrimers (tree-like molecules8) are proving
particularly versatile in generating periodic nanostructures
(Fig. 1). Two micellar lattices, with space groups Im3̄m (body-
centred cubic, b.c.c.)9, and Pm3̄n (refs 10, 11), have been estab-
lished. An analogue of the Im3̄m phase has also been observed in
block copolymers12, and that of the Pm3̄n phase in lyotropic liquid
crystals13. Recently, a complex three-dimensional (3D) tetragonal

lattice (space group P42/mnm) was found, having 30 self-assembled
micelles in the unit cell (Fig. 1f)14.
In many dendron systems, thermal transitions between the

phases in Fig. 1 occur. The master sequence Colh ! Pm!3n!
P42=mnm! Im!3m is obeyed with increasing temperature; in only
a handful of cases are all these phases displayed in the samematerial.
In a number of compounds, however, an additional unidentified
phase has been observed below any other 3D phase but above Colh.
A small-angle X-ray powder diffractogram of this phase, recorded
on dendron I (Fig. 1g), is shown in Fig. 2a. The synthesis of I is
described in ref. 15 and Supplementary Information, where
this compound is labelled [3,4,5-(3,5)2]12G3CH2OH. Other
compounds that show the X-ray signature of this phase include
(4-3,4,5-3,5)12G2CH2OH, [4-(3,4,5)2]12G2COOH, [3,4-(3,5)2]
12G3COOH, [3,4-(3,5)2]12G3CH2OH, [3,4-(3,4,5)2]12G3CH2OH
(ref. 15), polyoxazolines with tapered side groups containing alkyl
chains of different lengths16, as well as certain salts of 3,4,5-tris-(n-
alkoxy)benzoic acid17.
On heating, compound I shows the following phase sequence:

room temperature !X! 71 8C! P42=mnm! 72 8C! isotropic
liquid, while on cooling phase X forms directly from the liquid
(Supplementary Information). This allowed us to grow mono-
domains of the unknown phase. That phase X is a quasicrystal is
revealed by the distinctive but crystallographically forbidden
12-fold symmetry of the small-angle X-ray single-crystal pattern
(Fig. 2b). When the sample is rotated around the 12-fold axis with
the incident beam perpendicular to the axis, the diffraction pattern
repeats every 308. One such pattern is shown in Fig. 2c, where
the Ewald sphere cuts through a pair of strong reflections in Fig. 2b.
The structure of this liquid quasicrystal (LQC) is periodic in the
direction of the 12-fold axis, but quasiperiodic in the plane
perpendicular to it.
In contrast to normal 3D periodic structures, five instead of three

basis vectors are needed for indexing the diffraction peaks of a
dodecagonal quasicrystal18. Four of the vectors, q1, q2, q3 and q4,

Figure 1 Self-assembly of wedge-shaped molecules. a, Dendrons with fewer tethered

chains adopt a flat slice-like shape (X is a weakly binding group). b, The slices stack up

and form cylindrical columns, which assemble on a two-dimensional hexagonal columnar

(Colh) lattice (c). d, Dendrons with more end-chains assume a conical shape. e, The cones

assemble into spheres, which pack on three different 3D lattices (f) with symmetries

Im3̄m, Pm3̄n and P42/mnm. g, Structure of compound I studied in this work.
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a)	  Dendrons	  with	  few	  tethered	  
chains	  adopt	  a	  flat	  slice-‐like	  
shape	  (X	  =	  weak	  binding	  
group).	  c)	  The	  slices	  stack	  up	  
and	  form	  cylindrical	  columns,	  
which	  assemble	  on	  a	  2D	  
hexagonal	  columnar	  lajce.	  	  	  

Self-‐assembly	  of	  wedge-‐shaped	  molecules	  

d)	  Dendrons	  with	  more	  end-‐
chains	  =	  conical	  shaped,	  which	  	  
e)	  assemble	  into	  spheres	  that	  
pack,	  f)	  on	  3D	  lajces	  (Im3	  ̄m,	  
Pm3	  ̄n,	  and	  P42/mnm).	  
g)	  Structure	  of	  Dendron	  I.	  	  

	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  



Sphere-‐forming	  block	  copolymers	  are	  known	  to	  self-‐assemble	  
into	  BCC	  crystals	  near	  the	  order-‐disorder	  transi.on	  temperature.	  
SAXS	  and	  TEM	  experiments	  on	  diblock	  and	  tetrablock	  copolymer	  
melts	  have	  revealed	  an	  equilibrium	  phase	  characterized	  by	  a	  
large	  tetragonal	  unit	  cell	  containing	  30	  microphase-‐separated	  
spheres.	  This	  structure,	  referred	  to	  as	  the	  sigma	  (σ)	  phase	  by	  
Frank	  &	  Kasper	  >	  50	  years	  ago,	  nucleates	  &	  grows	  from	  the	  BCC	  
phase	  similar	  to	  its	  occurrence	  in	  metal	  alloys	  and	  is	  a	  crystal	  
approximant	  to	  dodecagonal	  quasicrystals.	  Forma.on	  of	  the	  σ	  
phase	  in	  undiluted	  linear	  block	  copolymers	  (&	  certain	  branched	  
dendrimers)	  appears	  to	  be	  mediated	  by	  macromolecular	  packing	  
frustra.on,	  an	  entropic	  contribu.on	  to	  the	  interpar.cle	  
interac.ons	  that	  control	  the	  sphere-‐packing	  geometry.	  	  

than ~15° are ruled out. Lower limits placed on
the inverse Compton emission (26, 27) and mea-
surements of Faraday rotation (28) indicate
magnetic fields higher than ~2 mG. We therefore
exclude the lower solutions for the magnetic
field strength and conclude that the magnetic
field at the location of the bright radio relic is
between 5 and 7 mG.

Magnetic fields within the ICM are notorious-
ly difficult to measure. No methods have yielded
precise magnetic field strengths as far from the
center as the virial radius; only lower limits using
limits on inverse Compton emission have been
placed. Equipartition arguments have been used as
a method to determine the magnetic field strength
(9, 10, 12, 14), but this method gives only a rough
estimate for the magnetic field strength and relies
on various assumptions that cannot be verified.
The value of 5 to 7 mG we find shows that a
substantial magnetic field exists even far out from
the cluster center.

Because radio relics directly pinpoint the lo-
cation of shock fronts, they can be used to obtain a
complete inventory of shocks and their associated
properties in galaxy clusters. Such an inventory
helps to clarify the impact of shocks and mergers
on the general evolution of clusters. Because less
energetic mergers are more common and have
lowerMach numbers, there should bemany fainter
relics with steep spectra that have escaped detec-
tion by current instruments. Interestingly, these
large-scale shocks in galaxy clusters have been
suggested as acceleration sites for highly relativistic
cosmic rays (29). As the radiation losses for relativ-
istic cosmic ray protons are negligible, the maxi-
mum energy to which they can be accelerated is
only limited by the lifetime of the shock, which can
last for at least 109 years. This means that in merg-
ing clusters, protons can be accelerated up to ex-
treme energies of 1019 eV, much higher than
particles accelerated in supernova remnants.
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Discovery of a Frank-Kasper s Phase in
Sphere-Forming Block Copolymer Melts
Sangwoo Lee, Michael J. Bluemle,* Frank S. Bates†

Sphere-forming block copolymers are known to self-assemble into body-centered cubic crystals near
the order-disorder transition temperature. Small-angle x-ray scattering and transmission electron
microscopy experiments on diblock and tetrablock copolymer melts have revealed an equilibrium
phase characterized by a large tetragonal unit cell containing 30 microphase-separated spheres. This
structure, referred to as the sigma (s) phase by Frank and Kasper more than 50 years ago, nucleates and
grows from the body-centered cubic phase similar to its occurrence in metal alloys and is a crystal
approximant to dodecagonal quasicrystals. Formation of the s phase in undiluted linear block copolymers
(and certain branched dendrimers) appears to be mediated by macromolecular packing frustration, an
entropic contribution to the interparticle interactions that control the sphere-packing geometry.

The organization of atoms, molecules, and
larger aggregates into condensed phases
with specific symmetries and spatial di-

mensions dictates the physical properties of all

materials. Naïvely, spherical particles might be
expected to present the simplest case. Yet filling
space in three dimensions with spherical objects
can produce surprisingly complex structures,

Fig. 4. The deconvolved
profile at 610 MHz, aver-
aged over the full length
of the relic, is shown by
the solid black line and
dots. Models for different
magnetic field strengths
and projection angles (Y;
i.e., the angle subtended
by the relic into the plane
of the sky) are overlaid.
We used an equivalent
magnetic field strength
of the CMB at z = 0.1921
of 4.6 mG and a down-
stream velocity of 1000
km s−1. The model (red)
for Y = 10° and B =
5 mG provides the best
fit. A model for B = 5 mG
without any projection effects is overlaid in blue. For Y > 15°, no good fit to the data could be
obtained; as an example, we have plotted the profile (gray) for Y = 20° and B = 10 mG. Inset: The
intrinsic width of the relic as a function of magnetic field strength (Eq. 1); for a given width, usually two
solutions for the magnetic field strength can be obtained.
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than ~15° are ruled out. Lower limits placed on
the inverse Compton emission (26, 27) and mea-
surements of Faraday rotation (28) indicate
magnetic fields higher than ~2 mG. We therefore
exclude the lower solutions for the magnetic
field strength and conclude that the magnetic
field at the location of the bright radio relic is
between 5 and 7 mG.

Magnetic fields within the ICM are notorious-
ly difficult to measure. No methods have yielded
precise magnetic field strengths as far from the
center as the virial radius; only lower limits using
limits on inverse Compton emission have been
placed. Equipartition arguments have been used as
a method to determine the magnetic field strength
(9, 10, 12, 14), but this method gives only a rough
estimate for the magnetic field strength and relies
on various assumptions that cannot be verified.
The value of 5 to 7 mG we find shows that a
substantial magnetic field exists even far out from
the cluster center.

Because radio relics directly pinpoint the lo-
cation of shock fronts, they can be used to obtain a
complete inventory of shocks and their associated
properties in galaxy clusters. Such an inventory
helps to clarify the impact of shocks and mergers
on the general evolution of clusters. Because less
energetic mergers are more common and have
lowerMach numbers, there should bemany fainter
relics with steep spectra that have escaped detec-
tion by current instruments. Interestingly, these
large-scale shocks in galaxy clusters have been
suggested as acceleration sites for highly relativistic
cosmic rays (29). As the radiation losses for relativ-
istic cosmic ray protons are negligible, the maxi-
mum energy to which they can be accelerated is
only limited by the lifetime of the shock, which can
last for at least 109 years. This means that in merg-
ing clusters, protons can be accelerated up to ex-
treme energies of 1019 eV, much higher than
particles accelerated in supernova remnants.
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Discovery of a Frank-Kasper s Phase in
Sphere-Forming Block Copolymer Melts
Sangwoo Lee, Michael J. Bluemle,* Frank S. Bates†

Sphere-forming block copolymers are known to self-assemble into body-centered cubic crystals near
the order-disorder transition temperature. Small-angle x-ray scattering and transmission electron
microscopy experiments on diblock and tetrablock copolymer melts have revealed an equilibrium
phase characterized by a large tetragonal unit cell containing 30 microphase-separated spheres. This
structure, referred to as the sigma (s) phase by Frank and Kasper more than 50 years ago, nucleates and
grows from the body-centered cubic phase similar to its occurrence in metal alloys and is a crystal
approximant to dodecagonal quasicrystals. Formation of the s phase in undiluted linear block copolymers
(and certain branched dendrimers) appears to be mediated by macromolecular packing frustration, an
entropic contribution to the interparticle interactions that control the sphere-packing geometry.

The organization of atoms, molecules, and
larger aggregates into condensed phases
with specific symmetries and spatial di-

mensions dictates the physical properties of all

materials. Naïvely, spherical particles might be
expected to present the simplest case. Yet filling
space in three dimensions with spherical objects
can produce surprisingly complex structures,

Fig. 4. The deconvolved
profile at 610 MHz, aver-
aged over the full length
of the relic, is shown by
the solid black line and
dots. Models for different
magnetic field strengths
and projection angles (Y;
i.e., the angle subtended
by the relic into the plane
of the sky) are overlaid.
We used an equivalent
magnetic field strength
of the CMB at z = 0.1921
of 4.6 mG and a down-
stream velocity of 1000
km s−1. The model (red)
for Y = 10° and B =
5 mG provides the best
fit. A model for B = 5 mG
without any projection effects is overlaid in blue. For Y > 15°, no good fit to the data could be
obtained; as an example, we have plotted the profile (gray) for Y = 20° and B = 10 mG. Inset: The
intrinsic width of the relic as a function of magnetic field strength (Eq. 1); for a given width, usually two
solutions for the magnetic field strength can be obtained.
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Schematic: (A) molecular structure of poly(isoprene-
b-lactide) diblock copolymer, and (B) an isolated self-
assembled spherical micelle. 

Hydrophilic	  on	  inside,	  so	  reverse	  
of	  micelle	  in	  aqueous	  solu=on	  



TEM	  image	  recorded	  from	  a	  stained	  thin	  sec.on	  of	  SISO-‐3.	  The	  morphology	  is	  consistent	  
with	  a	  .lted	  c-‐axis	  projec.on	  of	  the	  σ	  phase,	  where	  the	  unit	  cell	  is	  iden.fied	  by	  the	  dashed	  
rectangle.	  Isolated	  white	  spots	  surrounded	  by	  dark	  and	  gray	  rings	  are	  consistent	  with	  
columns	  of	  dodecagonal	  units	  of	  spheres.	  A	  five-‐fold	  coordinated	  32.4.3.4	  =ling	  element,	  
formed	  from	  squares	  and	  triangles,	  is	  associated	  with	  each	  ring	  in	  the	  morphology,	  verifying	  
the	  assignment	  of	  the	  σ	  phase.	  	  

data using the Rietveld method with P42/mnm
symmetry (space group 136) and a set of 30
spherical particles per unit cell. A background
intensity function, modeled after the correlation
hole scattering obtained immediately after a
temperature quench to 25°C (Fig. 2B and fig.
S3), was employed in this analysis. Comparison
of the experimental and calculated I(q) patterns,
determined for 0.017 ≤ q ≤ 0.081Å−1, is shown in
Fig. 3, A and C, respectively; optimizedWyckoff
positions are listed in table S5. (Note that for q <
0.04 Å−1 the calculation is sensitive to minor var-
iations in the scattering power assigned to each
Wykoff position, whichwe estimated based on the
Wigner-Seitz cell volumes, as described below.
We believe the minor discrepancy between the
computed and experimental scattering patterns
in the low q range can be attributed to this effect).
The resulting crystal structure is shown in Fig. 5A,
and projection of a collection of unit cells along
the c axis is presented in Fig. 5B. This complex
periodic structure is formed from fused dodecag-
onal cells (layers of alternating hexagonally coor-
dinated rings surrounding a column of spheres)
resulting in a vertical projection that closely approx-
imates theTEM image in Fig. 4.Owing to the finite
thickness of the TEM specimen, we are not able
to delineate every anticipated sphere in themicro-
graph. Nevertheless, an array of white spots sur-
rounded by dark and gray rings, decorated with
additional white spots, are plainly evident. Com-
parison of the calculated and experimental unit cells
indicates that the TEM specimen was sliced at an
oblique angle, distorting the four-fold tetragonal
symmetry apparent in the calculated projection.

Frank and Kasper (21) postulated a rich as-
sortment of space-filling algorithms in an effort to
rationalize the structure of complex alloys formed
from spherical particles. The s phase, which has
P42/mnm symmetry and 30 spheres per unit cell, is
an important example of such a Frank-Kasper phase.
We are aware of only two elemental manifestations
of this structure, b-uranium (31) and b-tantalum
(32), although the s phase is common in metal
alloys (33), particularly stainless steels, where it
nucleates and grows in conjunction with bcc ferrite
(34). A distinctive feature of this structure is the
two-dimensional pattern created by tiling the four-
fold plane perpendicular to the stacking (c) di-
rection with triangles and squares. Figure 5B
illustrates the basic tiling element of the s phase:
a 32.4.3.4 unit containing two triangles, a square, a
triangle, and a square. Five equal-length segments
connect the nearest vertices of this element,
identifying the five-fold coordination of dodecag-
onal stacks in the c-axis projection of the s phase
(Fig. 5B). After accounting for the aforementioned
skewing, the TEM image can be tiled using the
32.4.3.4 element (Fig. 4), corroborating our assign-
ment of the Frank-Kasper s phase to SISO-3 at
elevated temperatures, and IL-15 at 25°C based
on the SAXS identity in Fig. 3.

Ordered microphases in block copolymer
melts reflect a delicate balance between enthalpic
(H) and entropic (S) factors that govern the
overall Gibbs free energy at a given temperature
and pressure,G=H – TS. Self-assembly leads to
ordered arrays of microdomains with specific
interfacial area S ~ d2 (d is the characteristic
domain dimension) and interfacial tension g ~ c1/2

(c is the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter),
where the product Sg determines H. To maintain
constant density at fixed domain geometry, the
polymer blocks must adopt a distribution of
molecular configurations that collectively define
the overall entropy S. The equilibriummorphology
and lattice parameters are determined by a tradeoff
between minimizing H and maximizing S. Until

now, the phases that characterize microphase-
separated diblock copolymers (spheres, cylinders,
gyroid, and lamellae) contain one uniform domain
type, for example, one sphere per bcc lattice site
(8). In contrast, five distinct sphere packing ge-
ometries, distributed between ten 12-fold, sixteen
14-fold, and four 15-fold coordinated sites char-
acterize the s phase.

We have constructed the five differentWigner-
Seitz polyhedra that make up the overall volume
of the s-phase unit cell (fig. S6), ranging in
volume from 91% to 106% of the average cell
volume. This arrangement, which represents a
compromise between the purely icosahedron and
truncated octahedron (bcc) symmetries antici-
pated by Landau theory, appears to create addi-
tional packing frustration (i.e., a wider range of
length scales that must be accommodated by
stretched and compressed block configurations),
thus reducing the system entropy. Occurrence of
the bcc phase at higher temperatures than those
associated with the s phase in IL-15 is consistent
with this entropic argument. Based on the lattice
parameters obtained at 25°C before and after the
bcc-to-s transformation (Fig. 2B), the ratio of
interfacial areas per unit volume is <Ss>/Sbcc =
0.99. This implies a slightly smaller enthalpy for
the s phase relative to bcc, which would explain
why it is favored over bcc packing at lower
temperatures. Clearly, these simple observations
must be tested with quantitative theory.

Although IL-15 and SISO-3 have relatively
narrow molecular weight and composition dis-
tributions, these polymers are not strictly mono-
molecular and we cannot rule out the possibility
that the polymer chains are distributed asym-
metrically among the different sites within the s-
phase unit cell. However, the occurrence of this
morphology in (presumably) puremonomolecular
dendrimers argues against this entropically expen-
sive explanation.

Finally, we are intrigued by the possibility of
preparing soft quasicrystalline phases from single-

Fig. 5. (A) Unit cell for the s-phase morphology
(P42/mnm symmetry) based on a Rietveld analysis of
the IL-15 SAXS powder pattern shown in Fig. 3.
Columns of spheres (dashed blue lines) surrounded
by fused rings of hexagonally coordinated spheres (solid blue lines) produce a distinctive pattern when
projected along the c axis (B), which is consistent with the TEM image in Fig. 4. A 32.4.3.4 tiling element,
characteristic of the five-fold coordination of the dodecagonal elements in the s phase, and the
tetragonal face of the unit cell, are sketched on this image.

Fig. 4. TEM image recorded from a stained (OsO4)
thin section of sample SISO-3. The morphology is
consistent with a tilted c-axis projection of the s
phase, where the unit cell is identified by the
dashed rectangle. Isolated white spots surrounded
by dark and gray rings are consistent with columns
of dodecagonal units of spheres. A five-fold coor-
dinated 32.4.3.4 tiling element, formed from
squares and triangles, is associated with each ring
in the morphology, verifying the assignment of the
s phase to SISO-3.
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including disordered liquids, vitrified glasses, crys-
talline solids, and quasicrystals. Rare gas atoms,
governed by attractive van derWaals interactions
and strongly repulsive cores, such as argon and
xenon, behave as simple hard spheres and form
either face-centered cubic (fcc) or hexagonal
close-packed (hcp) crystals at low temperatures
and high pressures (1). These close-packed struc-
tures, along with body-centered cubic (bcc) pack-
ing, account for all but a few of the metallic
elements in the periodic table (2). Colloidal crystals
present a similar packing problem but at much
larger length scales, typically 0.1 to 1 µm. Mod-
ern synthetic and processing techniques permit
the preparation of uniformly sized spherical col-
loidal particles that can be arranged as fcc, hcp, or
bcc crystals, depending on the surface treatment
and processing strategies employed (3–5).

Many soft materials contain spherical molec-
ular assemblies at mesoscopic length scales, in-
termediate to those associated with atomic and
colloidal crystallization, including lipids and sur-
factants (6), dendrimers (7) and block copoly-
mers (8). Ordering in these systems often reflects
a tendency to minimize packing frustration, that
is, elimination of entropically expensivemolecular
configurations necessitated by the incompressible
nature of soft matter (9). These constraints are
particularly evident in block copolymers (10),
which exhibit a host of self-assembled morphol-
ogies depending on the molecular architecture
(e.g., AB diblock and ABC triblock), block
chemistry and composition, and overall molec-
ular weight. Thirty years ago, Leibler anticipated
that near the order-to-disorder transition (ODT),
asymmetric diblock copolymer melts would
form spherical microdomains ordered on a bcc
lattice (11), a prediction that is now universally
accepted (12).

Leibler also considered the possibility of icosa-
hedral order in block copolymer melts, motivated
in part by a provocative publication by Alexander
and McTague describing a general treatment of
crystal melting based on Landau theory (13).
However, because objects with five-fold symmetry
can not form periodic structures with translational
order, this option was dismissed by both groups.
Discovery of quasicrystalline order in multi-
component alloys in 1984 (14, 15), just 4 years
after Leibler’s seminal contribution, heralded a
new era in material design, one that continues to
expand today. Hundreds of aperiodically ordered
compounds have been reported with underlying
5-, 7-, 8-, 10- and 12-fold symmetry, usually
generated by rapidly supercooling a multicom-
ponent liquid (16). With one noteworthy excep-
tion (17), we are unaware of any experimental
realizations of quasicrystals formed from single-
component, sphere-forming liquids, although

computer simulations suggest that this may be
possible.

Keys and Glotzer (18) reported the growth of
a metastable dodecagonal quasicrystal phase in
molecular simulations of a supercooled liquid of
spherical particles governed by an interatomic
potential due toDzugutov (19), known to produce
local icosahedral clustering. The stable (equilib-
rium) state for this system is believed to be the s
phase (20), a crystal structure formed from co-
ordinated polyhedra as first described by Frank
and Kasper (21) more than 50 years ago. There is
a close relationship between aperiodic order and
periodic crystals with large unit cells; the Frank-
Kasper s phase represents the “periodic approx-
imant” to certain dodecagonal quasicrystals (18).

Soft materials are likely candidates for the for-
mation of Frank-Kasper phases and the corre-
sponding quasicrystals (22–24). A tendency to
minimize packing frustration should favor co-
ordination shells among spherical particles that
may be incompatible with cubic and hexagonal
crystallization for certain molecular architectures.
We are aware of only one example of a single-
component, sphere-forming soft material (and
one class of nonspherical two-component blends)
(25) that exhibits such phase behavior. Ungar and
co-workers (26) reported the s and bcc phases
with increasing temperature, and subsequently a
dodecagonal quasicrystal (17), in wedge-shaped
dendrimer molecules that self-assemble into ap-
proximately spherical particles. They argue that
these morphologies, and a litany of other structures
(7), are controlled by molecular shape, dictated
by specific branched architectures.

Block copolymers offer nearly unlimited flex-
ibility for the design of microphase-separated soft
materials based on chain statistics common to all
linear molecular architectures. In this report, we
demonstrate formation of the Frank-Kaspers phase
in two different single-component, sphere-forming,
block copolymer melts near the order-disorder
transition temperature (TODT). This finding an-
ticipates fresh opportunities for designing soft
materials with new and potentially useful ordered,
and possibly quasicrystalline, structures.

Two undiluted linear block copolymers were
investigated. They were prepared by sequential
anionic polymerization and characterized using
well-established techniques (27, 28). IL-15 is a
poly(isoprene-b-lactide) (PI-PLA) diblock co-
polymer with a number-average molecular weight
Mn = 3.89 kg/mol and containing 28 weight
percent PLA and polydispersity index Mw/Mn =
1.12. Based on the corresponding homopolymer
densities, this compound contains 22 T 1% by
volume PLA blocks. Differential scanning calo-
rimetry measurements establish glass transition
temperatures of –66°C (PI) and 5°C (PLA) for this
material (fig. S1). SISO-3 is a poly(styrene-b-
isoprene-b-styrene-b-ethylene oxide) (PS-PI-PS-
PEO) tetrablock copolymerwith a number-average
molecular weight Mn = 23 kg/mol and poly-
dispersity index Mw/Mn = 1.04, containing 46%
by volume PS (divided equally), 46% PI and 8%

PEO (each T 1%); synthesis and characterization
of this compound has been described elsewhere
(28). This material forms PEO-rich spheres dis-
persed in a mixed PS and PI matrix above the
melting (T≈ 38°C) and glass transition (T<100°C)
temperatures, with TODT,SISO-3 = 224 T 3°C. Both
molecular structures are illustrated in Fig. 1.

Small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) exper-
iments were conducted at the Advanced Photon
Source (Argonne National Laboratory) to as-
sess the state of order in these block copoly-
mers, employing a sample-to-detector distance
of 4.04 or 6.64 m and radiation wavelength l =
0.729 Å. Scattered x-rays were recorded on a
Mar CCD area detector and azimuthally aver-
aged to the one-dimensional form of intensity
(I) versus scattering wave vector magnitude
j→q j ¼ q ¼ 4pl−1sinðq=2Þ, where q is the scat-
tering angle. Figure 2A shows a series of SAXS
measurements obtained after rapidly cooling
(≈ 100°C/min) sample IL-15 from 70°C to 40°C.
Several minutes after cooling, the broad peak
associated with disordered state (correlation
hole scattering) spawns sharp, instrument-
resolution limited, diffraction peaks that satu-
rate after about 30 min with relative positions
q=q* ¼

ffiffiffi
1

p
,

ffiffiffi
2

p
,

ffiffiffi
3

p
,

ffiffiffi
4

p
,

ffiffiffi
5

p
,

ffiffiffi
6

p
,

ffiffiffi
7

p
, where q*=

0.0648 Å−1 is the location of the lowest-order
reflection. This diffraction pattern is consistent with
bcc symmetry (unit cell size a = 137 Å), which we
associate with the self-assembly of PLA rich spheres
in a PI matrix. Based on the molecular compo-
sition, the radius of these spheres is R = 41 Å,
which is consistent with form-factor scattering at
higher q (not shown). Each sphere incorporates
approximately 193 block copolymer molecules.

Three-dimensional ordering transforms dis-
ordered block copolymer melts into soft solids
accompanied by a large increase in the dynamic
elastic shear modulus G′ (29). We monitored G′
at a frequency of 0.1 rad/s using a mechanical
spectrometer after rapidly cooling IL-15 from
120° to 40°C (fig. S2). This experiment confirms
that nucleation and growth of the cubic phase
takes about 30min. Upon heating the bcc ordered
material from 40°C, the diffraction pattern disap-
pears and G′ collapses at 50 T 1°C, which is
identified as TODT,IL-15.

A qualitatively different SAXS powder pat-
tern develops when sample IL-15 is rapidly

Department of Chemical Engineering and Materials Science,
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN 55455, USA.

*Present address: Ashland Inc., Wilmington, DE 19808, USA.
†To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail:
bates@cems.umn.edu

Fig. 1. Molecular architecture of poly(isoprene-b-
lactide) (IL) and poly(styrene-b-isoprene-b-styrene-
b-ethylene oxide) (SISO).
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	  (A)	  Unit	  cell	  for	  the	  σ-‐phase	  morphology	  (P42/mnm	  symmetry)	  based	  on	  a	  Rietveld	  analysis	  
of	  the	  IL-‐15	  SAXS	  powder	  pa:ern.	  Columns	  of	  spheres	  (dashed	  blue	  lines)	  surrounded	  by	  
fused	  rings	  of	  hexagonally	  coordinated	  spheres	  (solid	  blue	  lines)	  produce	  a	  dis.nc.ve	  
pa:ern	  when	  projected	  along	  the	  c	  axis	  (B),	  which	  is	  consistent	  with	  the	  TEM	  image.	  A	  
32.4.3.4	  .ling	  element,	  characteris.c	  of	  the	  five-‐fold	  coordina.on	  of	  the	  dodecagonal	  
elements	  in	  the	  σ	  phase,	  and	  the	  tetragonal	  face	  of	  the	  unit	  cell,	  are	  sketched	  on	  this	  image.	  	  

data using the Rietveld method with P42/mnm
symmetry (space group 136) and a set of 30
spherical particles per unit cell. A background
intensity function, modeled after the correlation
hole scattering obtained immediately after a
temperature quench to 25°C (Fig. 2B and fig.
S3), was employed in this analysis. Comparison
of the experimental and calculated I(q) patterns,
determined for 0.017 ≤ q ≤ 0.081Å−1, is shown in
Fig. 3, A and C, respectively; optimizedWyckoff
positions are listed in table S5. (Note that for q <
0.04 Å−1 the calculation is sensitive to minor var-
iations in the scattering power assigned to each
Wykoff position, whichwe estimated based on the
Wigner-Seitz cell volumes, as described below.
We believe the minor discrepancy between the
computed and experimental scattering patterns
in the low q range can be attributed to this effect).
The resulting crystal structure is shown in Fig. 5A,
and projection of a collection of unit cells along
the c axis is presented in Fig. 5B. This complex
periodic structure is formed from fused dodecag-
onal cells (layers of alternating hexagonally coor-
dinated rings surrounding a column of spheres)
resulting in a vertical projection that closely approx-
imates theTEM image in Fig. 4.Owing to the finite
thickness of the TEM specimen, we are not able
to delineate every anticipated sphere in themicro-
graph. Nevertheless, an array of white spots sur-
rounded by dark and gray rings, decorated with
additional white spots, are plainly evident. Com-
parison of the calculated and experimental unit cells
indicates that the TEM specimen was sliced at an
oblique angle, distorting the four-fold tetragonal
symmetry apparent in the calculated projection.

Frank and Kasper (21) postulated a rich as-
sortment of space-filling algorithms in an effort to
rationalize the structure of complex alloys formed
from spherical particles. The s phase, which has
P42/mnm symmetry and 30 spheres per unit cell, is
an important example of such a Frank-Kasper phase.
We are aware of only two elemental manifestations
of this structure, b-uranium (31) and b-tantalum
(32), although the s phase is common in metal
alloys (33), particularly stainless steels, where it
nucleates and grows in conjunction with bcc ferrite
(34). A distinctive feature of this structure is the
two-dimensional pattern created by tiling the four-
fold plane perpendicular to the stacking (c) di-
rection with triangles and squares. Figure 5B
illustrates the basic tiling element of the s phase:
a 32.4.3.4 unit containing two triangles, a square, a
triangle, and a square. Five equal-length segments
connect the nearest vertices of this element,
identifying the five-fold coordination of dodecag-
onal stacks in the c-axis projection of the s phase
(Fig. 5B). After accounting for the aforementioned
skewing, the TEM image can be tiled using the
32.4.3.4 element (Fig. 4), corroborating our assign-
ment of the Frank-Kasper s phase to SISO-3 at
elevated temperatures, and IL-15 at 25°C based
on the SAXS identity in Fig. 3.

Ordered microphases in block copolymer
melts reflect a delicate balance between enthalpic
(H) and entropic (S) factors that govern the
overall Gibbs free energy at a given temperature
and pressure,G=H – TS. Self-assembly leads to
ordered arrays of microdomains with specific
interfacial area S ~ d2 (d is the characteristic
domain dimension) and interfacial tension g ~ c1/2

(c is the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter),
where the product Sg determines H. To maintain
constant density at fixed domain geometry, the
polymer blocks must adopt a distribution of
molecular configurations that collectively define
the overall entropy S. The equilibriummorphology
and lattice parameters are determined by a tradeoff
between minimizing H and maximizing S. Until

now, the phases that characterize microphase-
separated diblock copolymers (spheres, cylinders,
gyroid, and lamellae) contain one uniform domain
type, for example, one sphere per bcc lattice site
(8). In contrast, five distinct sphere packing ge-
ometries, distributed between ten 12-fold, sixteen
14-fold, and four 15-fold coordinated sites char-
acterize the s phase.

We have constructed the five differentWigner-
Seitz polyhedra that make up the overall volume
of the s-phase unit cell (fig. S6), ranging in
volume from 91% to 106% of the average cell
volume. This arrangement, which represents a
compromise between the purely icosahedron and
truncated octahedron (bcc) symmetries antici-
pated by Landau theory, appears to create addi-
tional packing frustration (i.e., a wider range of
length scales that must be accommodated by
stretched and compressed block configurations),
thus reducing the system entropy. Occurrence of
the bcc phase at higher temperatures than those
associated with the s phase in IL-15 is consistent
with this entropic argument. Based on the lattice
parameters obtained at 25°C before and after the
bcc-to-s transformation (Fig. 2B), the ratio of
interfacial areas per unit volume is <Ss>/Sbcc =
0.99. This implies a slightly smaller enthalpy for
the s phase relative to bcc, which would explain
why it is favored over bcc packing at lower
temperatures. Clearly, these simple observations
must be tested with quantitative theory.

Although IL-15 and SISO-3 have relatively
narrow molecular weight and composition dis-
tributions, these polymers are not strictly mono-
molecular and we cannot rule out the possibility
that the polymer chains are distributed asym-
metrically among the different sites within the s-
phase unit cell. However, the occurrence of this
morphology in (presumably) puremonomolecular
dendrimers argues against this entropically expen-
sive explanation.

Finally, we are intrigued by the possibility of
preparing soft quasicrystalline phases from single-

Fig. 5. (A) Unit cell for the s-phase morphology
(P42/mnm symmetry) based on a Rietveld analysis of
the IL-15 SAXS powder pattern shown in Fig. 3.
Columns of spheres (dashed blue lines) surrounded
by fused rings of hexagonally coordinated spheres (solid blue lines) produce a distinctive pattern when
projected along the c axis (B), which is consistent with the TEM image in Fig. 4. A 32.4.3.4 tiling element,
characteristic of the five-fold coordination of the dodecagonal elements in the s phase, and the
tetragonal face of the unit cell, are sketched on this image.

Fig. 4. TEM image recorded from a stained (OsO4)
thin section of sample SISO-3. The morphology is
consistent with a tilted c-axis projection of the s
phase, where the unit cell is identified by the
dashed rectangle. Isolated white spots surrounded
by dark and gray rings are consistent with columns
of dodecagonal units of spheres. A five-fold coor-
dinated 32.4.3.4 tiling element, formed from
squares and triangles, is associated with each ring
in the morphology, verifying the assignment of the
s phase to SISO-3.
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data using the Rietveld method with P42/mnm
symmetry (space group 136) and a set of 30
spherical particles per unit cell. A background
intensity function, modeled after the correlation
hole scattering obtained immediately after a
temperature quench to 25°C (Fig. 2B and fig.
S3), was employed in this analysis. Comparison
of the experimental and calculated I(q) patterns,
determined for 0.017 ≤ q ≤ 0.081Å−1, is shown in
Fig. 3, A and C, respectively; optimizedWyckoff
positions are listed in table S5. (Note that for q <
0.04 Å−1 the calculation is sensitive to minor var-
iations in the scattering power assigned to each
Wykoff position, whichwe estimated based on the
Wigner-Seitz cell volumes, as described below.
We believe the minor discrepancy between the
computed and experimental scattering patterns
in the low q range can be attributed to this effect).
The resulting crystal structure is shown in Fig. 5A,
and projection of a collection of unit cells along
the c axis is presented in Fig. 5B. This complex
periodic structure is formed from fused dodecag-
onal cells (layers of alternating hexagonally coor-
dinated rings surrounding a column of spheres)
resulting in a vertical projection that closely approx-
imates theTEM image in Fig. 4.Owing to the finite
thickness of the TEM specimen, we are not able
to delineate every anticipated sphere in themicro-
graph. Nevertheless, an array of white spots sur-
rounded by dark and gray rings, decorated with
additional white spots, are plainly evident. Com-
parison of the calculated and experimental unit cells
indicates that the TEM specimen was sliced at an
oblique angle, distorting the four-fold tetragonal
symmetry apparent in the calculated projection.

Frank and Kasper (21) postulated a rich as-
sortment of space-filling algorithms in an effort to
rationalize the structure of complex alloys formed
from spherical particles. The s phase, which has
P42/mnm symmetry and 30 spheres per unit cell, is
an important example of such a Frank-Kasper phase.
We are aware of only two elemental manifestations
of this structure, b-uranium (31) and b-tantalum
(32), although the s phase is common in metal
alloys (33), particularly stainless steels, where it
nucleates and grows in conjunction with bcc ferrite
(34). A distinctive feature of this structure is the
two-dimensional pattern created by tiling the four-
fold plane perpendicular to the stacking (c) di-
rection with triangles and squares. Figure 5B
illustrates the basic tiling element of the s phase:
a 32.4.3.4 unit containing two triangles, a square, a
triangle, and a square. Five equal-length segments
connect the nearest vertices of this element,
identifying the five-fold coordination of dodecag-
onal stacks in the c-axis projection of the s phase
(Fig. 5B). After accounting for the aforementioned
skewing, the TEM image can be tiled using the
32.4.3.4 element (Fig. 4), corroborating our assign-
ment of the Frank-Kasper s phase to SISO-3 at
elevated temperatures, and IL-15 at 25°C based
on the SAXS identity in Fig. 3.

Ordered microphases in block copolymer
melts reflect a delicate balance between enthalpic
(H) and entropic (S) factors that govern the
overall Gibbs free energy at a given temperature
and pressure,G=H – TS. Self-assembly leads to
ordered arrays of microdomains with specific
interfacial area S ~ d2 (d is the characteristic
domain dimension) and interfacial tension g ~ c1/2

(c is the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter),
where the product Sg determines H. To maintain
constant density at fixed domain geometry, the
polymer blocks must adopt a distribution of
molecular configurations that collectively define
the overall entropy S. The equilibriummorphology
and lattice parameters are determined by a tradeoff
between minimizing H and maximizing S. Until

now, the phases that characterize microphase-
separated diblock copolymers (spheres, cylinders,
gyroid, and lamellae) contain one uniform domain
type, for example, one sphere per bcc lattice site
(8). In contrast, five distinct sphere packing ge-
ometries, distributed between ten 12-fold, sixteen
14-fold, and four 15-fold coordinated sites char-
acterize the s phase.

We have constructed the five differentWigner-
Seitz polyhedra that make up the overall volume
of the s-phase unit cell (fig. S6), ranging in
volume from 91% to 106% of the average cell
volume. This arrangement, which represents a
compromise between the purely icosahedron and
truncated octahedron (bcc) symmetries antici-
pated by Landau theory, appears to create addi-
tional packing frustration (i.e., a wider range of
length scales that must be accommodated by
stretched and compressed block configurations),
thus reducing the system entropy. Occurrence of
the bcc phase at higher temperatures than those
associated with the s phase in IL-15 is consistent
with this entropic argument. Based on the lattice
parameters obtained at 25°C before and after the
bcc-to-s transformation (Fig. 2B), the ratio of
interfacial areas per unit volume is <Ss>/Sbcc =
0.99. This implies a slightly smaller enthalpy for
the s phase relative to bcc, which would explain
why it is favored over bcc packing at lower
temperatures. Clearly, these simple observations
must be tested with quantitative theory.

Although IL-15 and SISO-3 have relatively
narrow molecular weight and composition dis-
tributions, these polymers are not strictly mono-
molecular and we cannot rule out the possibility
that the polymer chains are distributed asym-
metrically among the different sites within the s-
phase unit cell. However, the occurrence of this
morphology in (presumably) puremonomolecular
dendrimers argues against this entropically expen-
sive explanation.

Finally, we are intrigued by the possibility of
preparing soft quasicrystalline phases from single-

Fig. 5. (A) Unit cell for the s-phase morphology
(P42/mnm symmetry) based on a Rietveld analysis of
the IL-15 SAXS powder pattern shown in Fig. 3.
Columns of spheres (dashed blue lines) surrounded
by fused rings of hexagonally coordinated spheres (solid blue lines) produce a distinctive pattern when
projected along the c axis (B), which is consistent with the TEM image in Fig. 4. A 32.4.3.4 tiling element,
characteristic of the five-fold coordination of the dodecagonal elements in the s phase, and the
tetragonal face of the unit cell, are sketched on this image.

Fig. 4. TEM image recorded from a stained (OsO4)
thin section of sample SISO-3. The morphology is
consistent with a tilted c-axis projection of the s
phase, where the unit cell is identified by the
dashed rectangle. Isolated white spots surrounded
by dark and gray rings are consistent with columns
of dodecagonal units of spheres. A five-fold coor-
dinated 32.4.3.4 tiling element, formed from
squares and triangles, is associated with each ring
in the morphology, verifying the assignment of the
s phase to SISO-3.
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Understanding	  how	  par.cles	  fill	  space	  has	  challenged	  mathema.cians,	  
scien.sts,	  and	  technologists	  since	  an.quity.	  This	  ar.cle	  ra.onalizes	  the	  
spontaneous	  organiza.on	  of	  single-‐component	  diblock	  copolymers	  into	  
mul.molecular	  nanoscale	  domains	  that	  order	  into	  a	  low-‐symmetry	  Frank–
Kasper	  (FK)	  phase	  with	  short-‐range	  tetrahedral	  close	  packing	  and	  a	  giant	  unit	  
cell	  that	  contains	  30	  par.cles.	  This	  class	  of	  crystal	  structures	  bridges	  
conven.onal	  periodic	  crystals	  and	  low	  symmetry	  aperiodic	  crystals	  o[en	  
termed	  “quasicrystals.”	  Surprising	  analogies	  are	  thus	  drawn	  between	  the	  
heretofore	  unexplained	  forma.on	  of	  FK	  structures	  in	  so[	  materials,	  and	  in	  
certain	  elemental	  metals	  (including	  manganese	  and	  uranium),	  alloys,	  and	  
intermetallic	  compounds,	  highligh.ng	  opportuni.es	  to	  be:er	  understand	  
space	  filling	  in	  hard	  and	  so[	  materials	  by	  inves.ga.on	  of	  block	  polymers	  
with	  precisely	  tuned	  molecular	  architectures.	  	  

Sphericity and symmetry breaking in the formation of
Frank–Kasper phases from one component materials
Sangwoo Leea,b, Chris Leightonb, and Frank S. Batesb,1
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Frank–Kasper phases are tetrahedrally packed structures occurring
in numerous materials, from elements to intermetallics to self-
assembled soft materials. They exhibit complex manifolds of
Wigner–Seitz cells with many-faceted polyhedra, forming an im-
portant bridge between the simple close-packed periodic and
quasiperiodic crystals. The recent discovery of the Frank–Kasper
σ-phase in diblock and tetrablock polymers stimulated the experi-
ments reported here on a poly(isoprene-b-lactide) diblock copoly-
mer melt. Analysis of small-angle X-ray scattering and mechanical
spectroscopy exposes an undiscovered competition between the
tendency to form self-assembled particles with spherical symme-
try, and the necessity to fill space at uniform density within the
framework imposed by the lattice. We thus deduce surprising
analogies between the symmetry breaking at the body-centered
cubic phase to σ-phase transition in diblock copolymers, mediated
by exchange of mass, and the symmetry breaking in certain metals
and alloys (such as the elements Mn and U), mediated by exchange
of charge. Similar connections are made between the role of sphe-
ricity in real space for polymer systems, and the role of sphericity
in reciprocal space for metallic systems such as intermetallic com-
pounds and alloys. These findings establish new links between
disparate materials classes, provide opportunities to improve the
understanding of complex crystallization by building on synergies
between hard and soft matter, and, perhaps most significantly,
challenge the view that the symmetry breaking required to form
reduced symmetry structures (possibly even quasiperiodic crystals)
requires particles with multiple predetermined shapes and/or sizes.

symmetry breaking | sphericity | Frank–Kasper phases | block polymers

The discovery of materials with aperiodic order, often referred
to as “quasicrystals,” 30 years ago (1, 2) heralded new and

promising vistas for designing materials endowed with unique
properties. In the 1950s Frank and Kasper (3, 4) recognized
complex tetrahedral atomic- and molecular-packing geometries
that bridge the familiar close-packed crystals [e.g., face-centered
cubic (FCC), hexagonally close-packed (HCP), and body-cen-
tered cubic (BCC) structures] characterized by periodic order,
and quasiperiodic crystals (QCs) that extend crystallography
beyond the 230 space groups relevant to periodic crystals (5, 6).
The scientific literature is replete with examples of Frank–Kas-
per phases in hard materials, particularly in the area of inter-
metallics (7–9), but also in a few complex elemental crystals,
including manganese (10, 11) and uranium (12). Recently, this
class of crystalline order has cropped up in a host of soft mate-
rials, including dendrimers (13), surfactant solutions (14), and
block polymers (15, 16), often in close proximity to QC phases
(17–19). To the best of our knowledge the principles underlying
the formation of Frank–Kasper phases across both categories of
materials have not been established, presenting enticing chal-
lenges to scientist and engineers bent on controllably arranging
atoms and molecules for specific materials applications.
Self-assembly of asymmetric diblock copolymers in excess

solvent that selectively interacts with one of the blocks leads to

the formation of spherical micelles (20, 21) with a core and co-
rona structure as illustrated in Fig. 1. In the absence of solvent,
and under conditions that favor segregation of the two blocks,
these soft mesomorphic particles produce ordered structures
with a lattice size that scales with the size of the particles, con-
trolled by the overall length (degree of polymerization or mo-
lecular weight) of the constituent polymers (22). In this article we
offer an analysis and interpretation of experimental data obtained
from a short diblock copolymer reported earlier to form a Frank–
Kasper σ-phase (23, 24). The compositionally asymmetric poly
(isoprene-b-lactide) (PI-PLA; IL) diblock copolymer considered in
this work (22% PLA by volume; Fig. 1A) is essentially a single-
component system. Here we note that this statement is not rigor-
ously correct because the material is made up of a collection of
molecules that span a (relatively narrow) distribution in chain
lengths and compositions. We argue that such small deviations
from ideality do not interfere with or explain the phenomena
reported herein. We find that competition between the preferred
spherical particle shape and the need to uniformly fill space (i.e., to
avoid thermodynamically costly density variations such as voids)
results in a transition from a state with BCC structure (Im3m
space group symmetry) to a tetragonal Frank–Kasper σ-phase
(P42=mnm symmetry) upon cooling below the order–disorder
transition temperature. This transition is mediated by exchange of
mass (diblock copolymer chains), resulting in a redistribution of
particle sizes and shapes from the single polyhedron associated

Significance

Understanding how particles fill space has challenged mathe-
maticians, scientists, and technologists since antiquity. This ar-
ticle rationalizes the spontaneous organization of single-
component diblock copolymers into multimolecular nanoscale
domains that order into a low-symmetry Frank–Kasper (FK)
phase with short-range tetrahedral close packing and a giant
unit cell that contains 30 particles. This class of crystal structures
bridges conventional periodic crystals and low symmetry aperi-
odic crystals often termed “quasicrystals.” Surprising analogies
are thus drawn between the heretofore unexplained formation
of FK structures in soft materials, and in certain elementalmetals
(including manganese and uranium), alloys, and intermetallic
compounds, highlighting opportunities to better understand
space filling in hard and soft materials by investigation of block
polymers with precisely tuned molecular architectures.
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Space-‐filling	  representa.ons	  of	  BCC	  &	  Frank–Kasper	  σ	  phases.	  Faceted	  polyhedra	  represent	  self-‐
assembled	  par.cles	  that	  must	  fill	  space	  at	  uniform	  density,	  with	  distor.ons	  in	  size	  &	  shape	  
imposed	  by	  lajce	  symmetry.	  BCC	  has	  one	  par.cle	  /	  lajce	  site,	  with	  ∼193	  copolymers.	  The	  σ-‐
phase	  has	  30	  par.cles	  /	  lajce	  site,	  over	  5	  polyhedra	  with	  varying	  size	  &	  shape,	  at	  the	  indicated	  
Wyckoff	  posi.ons:	  2b,	  4f,	  8i,	  8iʹ′,	  8j.	  Different	  polyhedra-‐volumes	  demand	  varying	  numbers	  of	  
molecules	  per	  par=cle	  between	  176	  (91%)	  and	  206	  (106.5%)	  !!	  



A)	  Close-‐packed	  spheres	  can	  group	  together	  to	  fill	  space	  in	  different	  arrangements	  

!



!

(B)	  Electron	  density	  distribu.on	  of	  the	  σ	  phase	  formed	  from	  so[	  macromolecules.	  Overlaid	  
squares	  and	  triangles	  mark	  the	  unusual	  periodic	  packing	  within	  the	  alterna.ng	  layers	  (planes	  
z	  =	  1/2	  and	  z	  =	  1/4)	  formed	  by	  spherical	  assemblies	  with	  five	  nearest	  neighbors.	  	  



!
(C)	  Dependence	  of	  molecular	  weight	  of	  the	  building	  block	  and	  unit	  cell	  volume	  for	  the	  σ	  
phase	  illustra.ng	  the	  scaling-‐up	  principle	  in	  so[	  ma:er.	  The	  large	  unit	  cells	  result	  from	  
spherical	  aggregates	  formed	  by	  hundreds	  of	  individual	  polymers.	  	  
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